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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

What Is Postsecondary Developmental Education?
Developmental programs at institutions of higher education
encompass a variety of courses and services that are con-
ducted to provide assistance to individuals who have been
denied regular admission to the institution because of failure
to meet specified admission and placement requirements
or because of prediied risk in meeting the requirements
of college-level courses. These services focus primarily on
skills in reading, writing, mathetnatiLs, and study and test-
taking strategies, as well as personal adjustment and other
affective variables that are critical to success in the college
ouriculum.

How Have Develornental Programs Evolved?
In response to the needs of the underprepared student, pro-
grams classified as "college preparatory" since the mid-1800s
have served many of the same goals as those programs that
have more recently been labeled "academic development,"
"learning assistance," or "developmental studies." The change
in the labeling of preparatory programs is, to some extent,
associated with the change in student populations. Whereas
socioeconomic status, Instead of ability, was once the primary
determinant of attendance at a college or university, the stu-
dent population now admitted to institutions of higher edu-
cation through developmental programs or the regular cur-
riculum reflects a wide range of statuses in terms of race,
ethnic origin, socioeconomic background, high school grade
prAnt average, age, and career objectives. A major factor in
this diversity has been admissions policy in response to soci-
ety's evolving pefception of the role and value of higher
education.

As a result of the growing diversity among enrollees at post
seccaadary institutions of learning, a number of developmental
program models have emerged. Some of these models are
comprehensive and some are specialized. There are at least
four different types of program categories: college campus
tutorial/remedial, college outreach programs, campus assis-
tance centers, and off-campus instruction. The specific types
of intervention involve the teaching/lezning process, coun-
seling, peer support, and supplemental use of media and the
arts to develop students' articulation of basic skills and the
application of those skills to various content areas in the col-
lege curriculum.

Postsecondary Developmental Prop:rams



Of the numerous developmental programs across the
nation, several can be identified as memplars in terms of their
success. Many programs, including those considered success.
ful, have encountered a variety of problems, however. The
continuous burdens that these programs face include prob-
lems of funding, staff` recruitment and retention, admission
and placement standards, minority student enrollment, the
quality of tests, the relativity of curriculum, and perceptions
of the program.

The evolution of academic assistance programs can he char-
acterized as a progression from service for a small segment
of the total population through the use of limited techniques
and limited funds to service for a broad span of the nation's
population by means of a more cohesive and comprehensive
effort and the support of regularly budgeted programs. Expen-
ditures for the administration of developmental programs
vary across institutions and states and have ranged from $6
million for one state system to $12 million for one university.
Approximately 90 percent of all institutions of higher edu-
cation provide some developmental service, at least 30 per-
cent of the national population in higher education is enrolled
in some aspect of these setvices, and 33 percent of institutions
report having a separate department or division for devel-
opmental studies or learning centers.

Postsecondary remedial education and its relationship to
equity are often perceived to be in conflict with the desire
to maintain high standards and cost efficiency. Although a
substantial segment of popular opinion holds that develop-
mental courses should be conducted exclusively at the two-
year, community-college level, proponents of multilevel dis-
tribution of developmental services argue that even the best
institutions in the nation have "low" students who benefit
from such services. Senior colleges and universities house
schools of education with faculty and graduate students spe-
cializing in the areas of remedial education and counseling,
which are essential to developmental programs, and positive
results have been reported in evaluations of services at two-
year, four-year, and university levels. Moreover, two-year col-
leges have often experienced the same problems in their
efforts to deliver remedial services as have other types of
imitutions.
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WW Developmental Programs Decrease
the Imegrity of Academic Institutions?
Popular opinion often maintains that developmental programs
dilute academic programs, but proponents of developmental
programs argue that their role is to support and enrich the
regular curriculum so that more students will succeed Thus,
remedial programs are perceived by their supporters as addi
dons to, not replacements for, a required ccirriculum.

Postsecondary developmental programs have helped to
fulfill the mission of providing equal educational opportunity
in a democratic society. These programs have provided a last
chance" for many individuals to obtain worthwhile experi-
enc in higher education that will enable them to find mean
ingful participation in employment and community life.
Where institutions of higher education have had to strive to
maintain a balance between the competition for student en-
rollments and a standard of excellence, developmental pro-
grams have helped to increase the prx-il of qualified incoming
freshmen. Thus, the institution has served the community
while serving itself.

What Is the Future for Postsecondary
Developmental Programs?
Enrollment in developmental programs has increased in
recent years, and the trend will most likely continue into the
1990s and beyond. Observable and projected changes in the
diversity of levels of preparedness of high school graduates,
sociological and technological change, employment trends,
and other demographic factors will continue to create edu
cational needs that will require higher education's commit-
ment to developmental assistance.

New precollege curriculum requirements, new admissions
and placement standards, and new trends in college curric-
ulum will all create continuous need for academic support
of college applicants who fall short of meeting the challenge
of these changes. The preparation of teachers and admin.
istrators and the capacity of public policy to address these
concerns will have to be monitored by long-term evaluation
processes, which will add momentum to the refinement of
developmental programs.

Emaging theories for training intelligence, enhancing intel-
ligence, and using the application of philosophy to develop
the an of thinking all hold groat potential for meeting the
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challenges that lie ahead in developmental curriculum for
verbal comprehension, visual/spatial problem solving, and
the logic of communication--critical aspects of basic skills
instruction and individual competence.

The impact of developmental ptomains will also be streng-
thened by administrative training for developmental per-
sonnel currently recognized as a priority for developmental
educators. The doctoral degree program in developmental
education at Grumbling University, for example, has recently
incorporated a specialization in management in higher edu-
cation, and institutions across the nation have negotiated to
enroll their faculty in this program. Doctoral programs in
developmental education are also in place at other institu-
tions, and national organizations have been establithed to
support professional endeavors for developmental personnel.

In regard to issues of program recognition, relativity of cur-
riculum, and the prosperity of learning assistance programs,
it may be advantageous for some programs to be incorporated
into standing departments or schools on their cainpus. In
this way, collaborative efforts in research and curriculum
development may be more easily achieved and in some cases,
more substantial line-item funding can be obtained. Finally,
if programs strive to identify sound internal and external eval-
uation procedures, and those procedures are used with objec-
tivity, policymakers and practitioners will be better able to
make informed and unbiased decisions about the improve-
ment and direction of developmental programs for the future.

vi
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FOREWORD

There are two basic issues underlying discussions concerning
academic development programs at the postsecondary level.
The first is a debate over the legitimacy of higher education
institttions having to offer these types of paograms. Those
who feel that academic development programs should not
be pan of postsecondary education take an idealistic, Metit0-
avalc position that is historically unsubstantiated. Their posi-
tion an be thusly summarized: No student should apply who
is not fully academically prepared for postsecondary educa-
tkar; it is the secondary and elementary schools' responsibility
to adequately prepare students to go on to higher education.

While this position is admirable, it is not reality-bound.
First, our national secondary school system did not come into
existence until nearly 300 years after the founding of the first
American college. As a consequence, American higher edu-
cation has always had to help prepare some of its students
to be academically capable for the intellectual rigor of higher
education. Second, even with a national secondary school
system, the quality of this system is so inconsistent that it is
unrealistic to expect that all students who are intellectually
capable of a postsecondary education will have received ade-
quate training.

The second debate is to what extent should an institution
of higher education provide academic developmeat oppor-
tunities. In the 1950s and into the 1960s, the "revolving door"
philosophy whereby students were admitted and then rou
finely flunked out if they couldn't meet the academic stand-
ards, is no longer acceptable in the 1980s and will not be
acceptable in the 1990s. The national need for a well-educated
labor pool will be so great in the 1990s that if our nation is
to remain economically viable and competitive, every effort
will be needed to insure that there is no waste of the intel-
lectual resounes of our youth. The point is not wbetber an
institution should play resources in academic development
activities, but what academic development activites are no.:-
essary in order to assist students to meet the necessarily ng-
orous graduation standards of our institutions.

In this report, Louise Tanlinson, assistant professor of read-
ing at the University of Georgia, delineates the r w conditions
that make development studies such a compelling issue:
changing student populations, renewed emphasis on civic
responsibility, identifiable learning deficiencies, and filling
standardized test scores. After providing an overview of the

Postsecondary Developmental Programs acv



history of developmental programs, she goes on to identify
characteristics of programs, examples of successful programs,
and methods of evaluating programs.

As demonstrated by the author, when institutions carefully
integrate academic development programs within their cur-
riculum, the unnecessay tensions between those who have
received adequate academic preparation and these who have
not cease to be an issue. If this country is to maintain a strong
educated citizenry, support for developmental programs both
within and external from the institution must be nurtured.
This monograph helps to develop such a foundation.

Jonathan D. Fife
Professor and Director
ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education
School of Education and Human Development
The George Washington University
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INTRODUCTION

Postsecondary developmental programs designed to assist
the underprepared college applicant have been in existence
for much longer than is usually acknowledged Divisions or
departments currently labeled as "developmental studies"
or "learning assistance" by institutions of higher education
operate for the same basic purposes as services that were once
known as "college preparatory." The presence and problems
of underprepared students were recognized in some of the
most prestigious institutions of higher learning as early as
the 1860s, long before the enrollment of World War II vete-
rans and the influx of students generated by desegregation.

This monograph describes the various perspectives on the
elution of developmental programs, their current modes
of cveration, their clients, and the issues surrounding their
Corr The intent is to provide information that will
help answer questions related to whether institutions of
higher education should offer developmental programs for
underprepared students, whether such involvement dimin-
ishes the academic integrity of the institution, and the extent
to which institutions should be involved in such programs
if they elect to offer developmental services.

The literature strongly suggests that the point of commit-
ment to the implementation of developmental assistance is
the trend in academic achievement scores over the past two
decadeslost ground has not yet been fully recovered In
addition, issues of excellence versus equity, junior versus
senior college administration of developmental programs,
and the preparedness of program staff and administrators
are prominent concerns among developmental educators,
policymakers, and the general public. These problems are
also explored.

The purpose, function, and nature of developmental pro-
grams are delineated in the report in order to illustrate the
similarities that have existed for over a century. Specific defi-
nitions of developmental programs are taken from the lit-
azure to provide perspective on how the roles and functions
of these programs have been viewed over the years. The vari-
ability of admission and placement standards established by
colleges and universities, however, makes it impossible to
arrive at a conclusive definition of developmental programs
in terms of the concept of college-level work. Rationales for
the existence, continuance, and expansion of these programs
are emphasized in a discussion of social and technological

Posisecontkay Darelopmental Programs



changes as they apply to advanced age populations and young
adults (Cross 1981), the level of underpreparedness among
college freshmen (Hardesty 1986), and the popularconcep-
tualizations of developmental services (H. Astin 1985; Gordon
J971).

Although the primary purpose of postsecondary learning
assistance services at institutions of higher education has
remained the same for more than a century, the content and
scope of these services have changed Whereas program focus
was once limited to how-to-study techniques, basic reading,
writing, and math skills improvement have been incorporated
into the thrust of most developmental services by means of
diagnosis, prescription, and tutorial assistance, which are
accompanied by counseling and peer support to address atti-
tudinal and self-management variables. The scope of services
in any program may include classroom instruction, laboratory
tutorials and self-paced activities, experiential activities on
and off campus (e.g., plays, poetry readings, job training),
and computer-monitored feedback on individual progress
for students participating in the program.

Developmental courses have been offered at two-year, four-
year, and university-level institutions, but it is frequently
argued that academic assistance programs should be admin-
istered primarily at the junior-college level. Of the numerous
developmental programs established at senior institutions,
however, many have experienced successes and failures sim-
ilar to those of programs at two-year institutions. Exemplary
programs (e.g., the University of Minnesota's General College
Retention Program and the Freshman Studies Program at Liv-
ingston College, Rutgers University) and the specific problems
inherent to program operation are also presented.

The need for developmental programs that deliver instruc-
tion of the utmost Integrity in terms of purpose, content, and
scope is critical in efforts to optimize individual capabilities
such that students are encouraged to feel that they can exert
control over themselves and their environment through the
enhancement of basic skills and the use of information that
is classic, contemporary, and futuristic. Basic skills should
be interrelated with and applied to content areas as well as
areas of interest that auxiliary programs usually aim to address.
Although statistics indicate that there are more courses offered
in developmental mathematics across institutions, the real-
iration that reading and writing are the basic skills more often

19



necessary for daily survival has prlmpted a greater emphasis
on reading and language arts concerns in this report.

Programs of honest intent and integrity can afford to make
a sincere effort to imbue students with a sense ofself worth
and integrity by acknowledging their cultures, philosophies,
and milieus in all that the curriculum imparts. This report
includes some program descriptions and philosophies that
reflect such efforts. Commendable progress has been made
in many instances, but there is still much room for the
improvement and refinement of developmental programs
in term of goals, objectives, and approaches.

Many changes in educational programs have occurred in
the 1980s. There have been new commitments to excellence,
new criteria for admission and placement, and new philos-
ophies of instructional practice. Each of these changes is
examined in the report in terms of the implications for devel-
opmental services. Particular attention is given to Stemberg's
model for training intelligence, Feuerstein's program of instru
mental enrichment, and lipnran's application of philosophy
in the classroom-- all of which are relevant to the possibilities
for refining developmental instruction. These three insinx.,
tional theories represent programs of training that have been
widely implemented and successful in improving aspects
of verbal comprehension, visual/spatial problem solving, and
the logic of thought and expression.

The strength of the nation depends on our ability to equip
the broadest spectrum of the population with the knowledge
and skills that are required to face the increasing demands
of global competition and the increasing demands of our
immediate environments. Critical factors that will ultimately
affect developmental programs are teacher training, funding,
and the mature of assessment and evaluation processes at both
the secondary and postsecondary levels. Educational insti-
tutions must meet these challenges at all levels, and for all
who seek to participate.

Postsecondary I kiced lonental Programs xxat



HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE OF POSTSECONDARY
DEVELOPMENTAL EDUCATION

Programs designed for similar purposes as those we now
know as "developmental studies" have been in existence
in the United States for well over 100 years Despite the variety
of more recent labels for such programs (academic devel-
opment, studem support services, special studies, or student
development), programs dubbed as "college preparatrxy"
have existed since the mid-1800s to serve many of the same
goals as today's programs. Historical accounts document this
early evolution of developmental programs for the post-
secondary student

The presence of underiwepared students in American col-
leges was recorded as early as the seventeenth century and
has been attributed to a social structure in which wealth, more
than ability, decided who went to college (Roberts 1986).
The emergence of learning assistance programs for college-
level study was officially ushered in by such events as the
publication of the first how-to-study manual by Todd in 1836;
the recognition of students' underpreparedness for university
studies in English, a transition from the previous use of Latin
in classrooms, which was highlighted by Hatay P. Tappan
in his inaugural presidential address ut the University of Mich-
igan in 1852; and by the signing of the Mardi Act of 1862,
which established kmd-grant colleges and new purposes for
higher education through agricultural and mechanical courses
(Dempsey 1985). By the late nineteenth century, institutions
such as Vassar College and Cornell University were experienc-
ing problems with the academically deficient student (Roberts
1986).

Evolution of Developmental
Programs in United States
A close look at the evolution of developmental programs in
the United States reveals the following course of significant
events and conditions. In 1865, the University of Wisconsin
registered 331 students, of which only 41 were considered
regular enrolleesthe others were assigned to the "preps
ratory department" or classified as "special students" (1)unbar
1935). In 1866, the achievement levels of the first students
at Vassar were described in the president's annual report to
the board as a range of grade levels from a point appropriate
for a college junior to a point lower than any scale used could
indicate (Vassar College 1866). By 1872, a Preparatory Studies

1907, MOM
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program was established at Vassar afrer discrepancieswere
noted between the popular ideal of elevating entrance
rzquirements, to eliminate low student-achievement records
at the college, and the president's philosophy that it would
be financially more equitable to have underprepared students
than no students at all (Roberts 1986). Preparatory enrollment
students became 45 percent of the total student enrollment
at Vassar by 1876, which led to great cattroversy. Faculty who
taught preparatory students were stigmatized by those who
taught the regular collegiate curriculum, and "subcollegiate"
students were stigmatized by the regular students. A percep-
tion of Vassar as "half college and halfacademy" finally
resulted in stronger ties with secondary schools regarding
admission policies and the discontinuance of the Preparatory
Studies program (Roberts 1986).

The common problem of the underprepared college stu-
dent was reemphasized from an instructional perspective in
publications emerging in 1877 and 1880 that focused on the
nature of college reading, its demands, and theappropriate
techniques (Dempsey 1985). There was also the simultaneous
installment of the first freshman English course at Harvard
:n response to faculty complaints (Maxwell 1979).
The trend toward breaking the traditional mode of edu-

cation that had prevailed in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries was given additional momentum by the signing
of the Morrill Act of 1890, which increased federal aid to
higher educaticm in applied sciences and mechanical art as
a way to expand crportunities for txxasecondazy education
for Americans (Maxwell 1979). In the same year, and at a time
when many new institutions were competing for students,
the College Entrance Examination Board was founded and
given the mission of making college admission standards
uniform (Dempsey 1985). Both of these events contributed
to the increasing need for learning assistance.

By 1907, more than 50 percent of the students entering
Harvard, Yale, Columbia, and Princeton could not meet admis-
sion standards, and by 1915 courses had been established
to address underpreparetinms at 350 colleges in the nation
(Maxwell 1980). During the 1920s almost 100 books on study
habits were written to accommodate the instructional needs
of the emerging preparatory courses (Blake 1953). During
this period also, scholarly research supported the need for
postsecondary learning assistance programs (Albright 1927;
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Book 1927; Remmers 1927), the first instrument to measure
college reading adfievement was published (Haggerty and
Eurich 1929), and the first survey of remedial assistance pro-
grams was conducted (Parr 1930). In addition to the focus
on study skills in the assistance programs, a predominant
emphasis on reading instruction is attributed to the prevalence
of freshman survey courses at the time, which required exten-
sive reading (Dempsey 1985).

The 1930s saw continuous growth of the importance placed
on reading improvement in academic assistance. The greatest
strides were made in the diagnosis and categorization of read-
ing deficiencies. The development of the tachistoscope as
a mechanical aid in improving reading rate, the establishment
of college and university reading clinics that served as teacher
training and undergraduate learning assistance programs, the
public schools' attention to remedial reading, and the emerg-
ing trend of using a battery of psychological, reading, vocab
ulary, physiological, and visual tests to determine abilities
and deficienciesall indicate the increased focus on reading.
Also evident during this time was the growth of research on
college students' reading abilities (Dempsey 1985), which
provides a significant historical perspective (Buswell 1939;
Robinson 1933). The majority of academic assistance pro-
grams, however, still focused on how-to-study courses devel-
oped primarily on the basisS s of narrowly perceived causes of
underachievement, such as immaturity and poor study habits,
commonly identified in students from "good families" (Cross
1976).

A significant increas:.° in the addition of remedial reading
to the how-to-study courses in academic assistance programs
occurred during the 1940s. These new courses were char
acterized mainly as voluntary and noncredit and were con-
ducted by counselors or other student personnel maff. Some
institutions offered these courses in summer sessions as
pre. freshman preparation. The increased focus on remedial
reading is attributed to the depressed performance on stand
atdized tests, which had gained popularity throughout the
previous decade (Cross 1976).

An intensification in establishing remedial and develop-
mental programs during the late 1950s and early 1960s is
associated with an increased understanding of the nature and
scope of the post -World War II college enrollment exp an.
sion, which was due in pan to the flood of veterans entering
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college after the war. Valuable retrospective documentation,
of reading and study skills instruction is available in com-
prehensive research reports of the period (Blake 1953; Leedy
1958) that trace the development of materials, powams, and
other relevant research and reports from 1900 to the late
1950s. Personal, demographic, and academic analyses Illustrate
the diverse dimensions of the new student populations. More
attention was directed to psycho- and sociocultural factors
of academic achievement, and remedial and developmental
programs were considered essential to reduce the educational
differences among students. The results of achievement tests
and other measures enabled colleges to distinguiA between
"kvw-ability" students and "underachievers," and in response
to those findings, counseling and motivational programs wes-e
developed to address academic achievement. This new focus
and the expansion of programs were still not designed to
meet the needs of those who fell into the "low-ability" cat-
egory, and those students remained unable to persist in col
lege programs (Cross 1976). Several surveys conducted during
the 1960s reveal a comparatively low level of involvement
in educating the disadvantaged in institutions of higher edu-
cation (Egerton 1968; Simmons 1970). In a survey of 2,131
colleges and univeisities, for example, only 37 percent (224)
of the responding Institutions reported having compensatory
programsnearly one-half of which were swing fewer than
30 "new" (disadvantaged) students (Gordon and Wilkerson
1966).

The late 1960s and early 1970s were 'nuked by massive
college enrollments across the nation and greater efforts by
institutions of higher education to meet the challenge of sew
ing a fully diverse and pluralistic student body. Academic sup-
port programs began to address sociocultural differences and
other variables that influence the development of the "low
ability" student as well as the "underachiever." The "new"
college entrants of this era were typically women, ethnic
minorities, and those scoring in the lowest third of national
samples on academic ability tests (Cross 1976, 1%1). Major
contributions to the literature on reading and study skills
instruction were again produced in comprehensive reviews
of surveys documenting program developments (Lowe 1966),
of major trends in instruction (Lowe 1970), of specific periods
of significance in the field (Aluendt 1975; Leedy 1%4), and
of the specific focus on the development of one particular



pr tam typethe learning assistance model (Enright 1975).
Surveys conducted at this time indicate a greater commitment
to and involvement in special educational programs. Out of
180 midwestern community colleages, for example, 80 percent
(110) offered remedial courses to prepare the "new" students
for their regular runiculum, 50 percent (68) provided aca-
demic skills services, and almost 33 percent (47) had com-
prehensive programs incorporating tutorials, academic and
nonacademic counseling, and remedial courses. In addition,
one out of nine students at the responding institutions was
involved in some sort of developmental education (Ferrin
1971). A survey of 337 predominantly white colleges and uni
vetsities in the South indicated widespread involvement In
such !Norms When asked to describe innovative rather
than traditional programs of remedial curriculum, 100 pres-
idents reported 460 innovative programs at their institutions
(Southern. Regional Education Board 1971). Remedial edu-
cation has been estimated to be one of the fastest growing
areas of the college curriculum during the 1970s (Wright and
Cahalan 1985).

The 199as have seen further improvement in the design
and implementation of programs to meet the needs of the
underprepared. Institutions of higher education have become
increasingly aware of the need for support services that can
assist the underpreccared student with personalized cognitive,
social, and affective development as well as pragmatic, indi.
vidualized, taesic ski !s development (Cross 1976). Significant
contributions to the professional literature preceding and
during this period reflect an emphasis on general historical
trends (Sanders 1979), specific trend.; in experimental
research on college-level instruction in reading and study
skills (Bailey 1982), and the evaluation of research on the
effectiveness of college reading programs (Glass 1976)-
all of which are umbubtetily useful in establishing and refin
ing programs.

In sum. the evolution of academic assistance programs
since the nineteenth century has been a progression from
isolated, narrowly conceived, poorly funded efforts to inte.
grated, broadly conceptualized, regularly budgeted programs
(Robots 1986). Along with progress in the development of
these programs, however, there has also been resistance.

There has been much debate over whether remedial or
basic skills courses should be offered at certain types of
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schools. The Illinois legislature, for example, passed a reso-
lution in 1977 calling for tht. reduction of remedial courses
at the university level and for the concentration ofany nec-
essary remedial courses at the community-college level by
1983. The Illinois resolution also supported the idea that
degree credit should not be awarded for such courses. In
1984, the governor of Virginia called for higher admission
standards as a way of reducing remedial programs, which
he generally perceived as wasteful. Maryland administraters,
indeed, instituted higher admission standards in the same
year and experienced declines in remedial English enroll-
ment. New Jersey administrators tried a different awroach.
They established a Basic Skills Council with the legal mandate
to test all students' basic skills at the point of college entry
and to encourage the requirement of remedial course work
for all who were deficient. A priority mission of the council
is to work with the high schools to intensify their focus on
basic skills instruction. In 1983, for the first time since the
inception of the program in 1977, the council reported a
decrease in the percentage of college entrants found to be
deficient in the basic skills areas tested (Wright and Cahalan
1985).

Remedial education and its relationship to equity are often
perceived to he in conflict with the desire to maintain high
standards and cost efficiency. The Commission on Excellence
in Education holds that these goals should nut be mutually
exclusive, however.

Some of the controversy associated with remediation has
been related to the variety of labels that schools across the
country have placed on remedial courses. (Table I traces the
labels used since the 1860s.) labeling has been significant
in that it is not only a product of remedial program organi-
zation, structure, and targeted groups, but also of public per-
ception, state and university policy, and other factors (Wright
and Cahalan 1985).

labeling has also created difficulty in defining academic
assistance programs for the underprepared. The remainder
of this section delineates the purpose, function, and nature
of these programs; provides generic definitions; and addresses
the issue of variability in admission and placement proc
lures, which further complicates efforts to define these
programs.



TABLE 1

LABELS USED FOR DEVELOPMENTAL PROGRAMS
AND THEIR STUDENT POPULATIONS FROM 1860

TO PRESENT

Time Span Program Labels St .lent to

IS 0s to 189(is college preparatory special students
preparatory studies

1900.~ to 1940s remedi?, assistance underachievers
learning assistance unprepared students
how-to- study

1950s to present developmental low ability
remedial underachievers
compensator) disadvantaged
special stud!es underpay:it-al
academic skills services deficient
basic skills high risk
college reading nontraditional
academic rehabilitation
college study skills
academic support
learning assistance

Purpose
The overall purpose of so.called college preparatory and
developmental studies programs has been to eliminate aca-
demic deficiencies that diminish students' potential to suc-
ceed in college level coursys. More specifically, the purpose
has been to assist the student in developing skills that would
ensure success on entrance or proficiency exams or in meet
ing other admissions criteria.

Function
The function of these programs has primarily been to offer
alternative programs of study to students who would have
been denied admission to institutions of higher education
by regular standards. The programs have most frequently been
designed to prepare entering freshmen to meet the challenge
of college-lewl courses in a variety of disciplines within the
core course requirements. These services have usually been
provided through a series of special courses, often for no
credit, that allow the student to enroll in regular courses on
successful completion of the preliminary program.
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Nature
The nature of these offerings has been primarily remedial;
the focus is on basic skills in reading, writing, and mathe-
matics, and the application of those skills to content area
materials. Many of these courses have used content area mate-
rials that progress in difficulty from secondary level to a level
commensurate with that of materials used in the regular
course offerings at the institution of higher education. A major
emphasis in most of these programs has been study and test-
taking strategies.

Definition and Ambiguides
There is much cross-usage of such terms as "remedial,"
"developmental," and "compensatory" in referring to pro-
grams that assist students in obtaining required levels ofpro-
ficiency they have failed to meet. This cross-usage is a prob-
km in the reality of program operations, as is the ambiguity
of the phrase "college-level study" (see below). The term
"remedial" denotes the correction of poor habits; the tam
"developmental" denotes that which is related to the effort
to bring something into being as if for the first time; and the
term "compensatory" denotes the provision of knowledge,
abilities, or skills that will substitute for others that are re-
quired. The essence of each of these conditions, however,
can often be found in programs that are labeled by any one
of these terms when those programs are in the business of
helping students to negotiate the regular po stsecondary cur-
riculum. (For example, in more unusual but increasing In-
stances of beaming- disabled students pursuing postsecondary
education, services are delivered in a variety of manners and
sett .ngs, from learning or remedial centers to specific pro-
grams designed for learning-disabled students.) In any of
these settings, educators are called on to assist student.' in
choices regarding remediation or compensation (Norlander
and Anderson 1987). In practice, any progr..... serving students
at the postsecondary level win have failed to demonstrate
required proficiencies may be involved in the delivery of ser-
vices that encompass remedial, developmental, andcom-
pensatory approaches.

"Developmental education" is an umbrella term for a vari-
ety of instructional programs and individualized services that
are unified by basic educational assumptions about variation



of learning style being greater than ability to learn, variation
of age for the achievement of educational potential, and the
ability of those with varied cultural or environmental back-
grounds or physical or economic handicaps to learngiven
the appropriate conditions and strategies (Illinois Association
for Personalized Learning Programs 1985)- Thus, develoP-
mental studies programs have been defined from a variety
of perspectives. This cross-usage is evident in Erickson and
Rosk2is (1978) definition of the course offerings of these
programs

The courses descrthed as developmental we from reme-
dial ope reading courses through basic writing mathe-
matics sciencg and advanced study techniques They gen-
erally cover all levels of academic achievement and consist
of buiividualizet4 presaVive laboratory everiences as
well as kugegroup lecture vproaches (p. 19).

Erickson and Rosica perceive develormental programs as
learning or learner oriented. Christ (1971) supports this per
ception in his definition of learning centers:

A learning assistance center will be any place where
learners, learns* data, and learning facilitators are inter-
woven into a cybernetic, individualizeit oriPtled
*stem to service all students (learners) and facuL!y (learn-
ing fadlitators) of any institution where learning by its
studenb is bnportant (p 3).

In a Response to Findings of the Office for Civil Mgt& the
Regents Test Program tithe University System of Georgia
(1984) described its developmental studies program as one
that exists to assist students in the elimination of academic
deficiencies that prevent their full admission to collegiate -
level courses Developmental programs yaw greatly in their
specific purposes, goals, features, dimensions, and parameters
within which they operate. Any one program may be in a con-
stant state of change due to internal variables, such as char-
acterigics of the student population, and external variables,
such as Institutional mission or state Wilding A program that
was labeled as a freshman seminar over 12 years ago at a col-
lege in the Natheast, for example, has evolved from a course
in survival skills for high-risk fieshmen showing deficiencies
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in mathematics, reading, and writing, with both voluntary
and mandatory assignments in its first year; to a graduation
requirement for all entering full-time, first-time freshmen in
the new year, with academic credit; to a course moved from
Student Affairs to Academic Affairs, with assigned rather than
voluntary instructors and sections added for undeclared
majors, three years later; to a course whose curriculum cur
rently focuses on intellectual issues as well as advit:ory infor-
mation, introduces liberal arts topics, and requires a written
project. The seminar is said to have "evolved from ^ small
program for freshmen deficient in basic skills, to a general
orientation course, to a critical thinking seminar," and those
shifts are said to reflect national trends (Dunphy, Miller,
Woodruff, and Nelson 1989, p. 6).

From a success-ratio perspective, the most operational and
peivasive definition indicates that the most successful devel-
opmental programs (.2n be defined as multidimensional or
holistic in the sense that they help students develop attitudes,
skills, and values, thereby markedly improving success ratios
for high-risk students Thus, the most successful programs
are those concerned with the education of the "whole stu-
dent," that is, they emphasize development of the affective
aspects of their clients (j. Roueche and Snow 1977).

From the perspective of placement standards, however,
a recent Southern Regional Education Board (SREB) report
indicztes that, even within the parameters of a basic definition
of deveiripmental programs at the postsecondary level, there
is very little consensus on what college-level work is (Abra-
ham 1986). This lack of consensus is evident in the results
of a study of college placement standards, specifically in terms
of cutoff scores on placement tests (reading, writing, and
mathematics), that was conducted in the SREB states--Ala-
Nana, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mary-
land, Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina,
Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, and We Virginia. The regional
survey found that, across these southeastern states, the term
"college-level" varied greatly among two-year and four-year
public institutions. "In fact, depending on the test selected,
these data indicate that entry-level placement is based on
scores that vary from as low as the 1st percentile to as high
as the 94th percentile" (Abraham 1986, p. 4). A subsequent
SRF..B study at the state or system level shows that there is
also "little consensus for institutions in the same state and
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higher educational system on college-level placement stand-
ards" (Abraham 1987, p. 15).

In analyzing the data in that mime study, Abraham found
the following:

in every SREB state there is more than one means of deter.
mining college-level placement The average number of
placement tests used per state in the region is eigbt in read-
ing eight in mathematics and seven in writing The number
of different placement tests used in any one curricula area
range from as few as three in Georgia for mathematics
to as many as 18 in North Carolina and Teca4 also for
mathematics (p. 7).

Only three SREB states had statewide placement standards
in 1987: Florida, Gemgia, and Tennessee. Arkansas and Texas
had a legislative mandate for developing such standards, and
five other states were at some stage of considering a place-
ment program. In most SREB states, colleges and universities
have institutional autonomy to establish their own standards.

If variance exists within the three SREB states that have
statewide standards, then it follows that the variance within
states kicking statewide policy will be even greater. Thus, it
is virtually impassible to arrive at a truly collective definition
of developmental programs that could be considered rep-
resentative of institutions of higher education in general. Very
few global assumptions can he made about the standards,
quality, or value of the undergraduate experienceeven at
the pogsecmdary developmental level.
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THE RATIONALE FOR DEVELOPMENTAL PROGRAMS

In keeping with the emphasis on people-oriented, **hole
student" definitions of successful developmental programs
that pervade the literature, wherein students' attitudes as well
as skills are addressed by faculty and staff, a student-focused
approach is necegary in the delivery of services to students.
Thus, it seems that the optimal efficiency in such endeavors
would be contingent on sensitivity to what the individual
student brings to the educational environment as well as what
he or she may not have in common with the educational envi-
moment. Cultural background, social influences, and aca-
demic needs of the student should receive equal consider-
Won in the development of instructional goals and practices.
Since students enrolled in developmental programs are in
conflict with traditional expectations of institutions of learn-
ing, some degree of compartmentalization inevitably exists
between student and school. Where students are usually
limited in the time allowed for fulfillment of standard require
ments, programs that seek to close the gaps should avoid
a compartmentalized approach to instruction. In sum, the
most effective developmental programs may well be defined
as those that address the whole student and present a whole
(interdisciplinary) academic process to the student.

Despite the long-standing history of learning assistance
services, questions regarding the rationale for developmental
programs, their purpose, and their place are frequently posed.
Some of the most provocative questions have been expressed
as follows:

What should be the role of the institutions of higher edu-
cation in regard to the underprepared student?
Should universities admit students who are not adequately
prepared for college?
Should colleges and universities engage in providing
academic preparation for the academically underprepared
student?
Should institutions of higher education off-_-.r academic
work considered to be on a precolleg:Ate level? (Roberts
1986, p. 1)

Observable and projected changes in the diversity of levels
of preparedness of high school graduates, sociological and
technological change, and employment trends and other
demographic factors create educational needs that affect the
role and responsibility of institutions of higher education.
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Titer New and Diverse Target Population
The characteristics and needs of the target groups for services
now known as developmental studies have come to reflect
the new diversity of the student population at the postsecon-
dary level. A change in philosophy regarding the purpose
of a college education has, in turn, created a change in the
numbers of minorities and individuals of low socioeconomic
status who pursue their fundamental right to postsecondary
education. Consequently, there has also been an increase
in the number of educationally disadvantaged--and under
prepared individuals who seek enrollment in institutions
of higher education.

Cross's (1981) discussion of the more advanced age pop-
ulation seeking postsecondary education has implications
for young adults who are of traditional school age. Aside from
demographic factors resulting in larger numbers of adults
in the total population, Cross also addresses the influences
of social change and technological change. Social change,
characterized by "the rising educational level of the populace,
the changing roles of women, early retirement, civil rights,
increased leisure time, and changing life-styles," has caused
education for adults to become "necessary for some, desirable
for others, and more acceptable and attainable for almost
everyone" (p. 3). Technological change, according to Cross,
has created a situation in which "almost any worker in the
society has the problem of keeping up with new knowledge
and of adapting to technological change as consumers as well
as producers" (p. 3). This new trend for advanced age groups
has also influenced the circumstances, if not the perceptions,
of the younger generation with respect to the value of a higher
education as it relates to increased numbers of individuals
competing in the labor force.

Although the growth in population in the age range of 15
to 29 years will decrease through at least 2000, the unem-
ployment rate for young minority group members and the
educationally disadvantaged is predicted to increase dras-
tically. Thus, there will still be a considerable i-iflux of the
"new clientele" pursuing enrollment in institutons of higher
education. Postsecondary education has become at least a
bastion, if not a necessity, for those who anticipate difficulty
in obtaining gainful and meaningful employment. Another
reason for an increase of "new clientele" is that those who
are fortunate enough to find "meaningful employment" on
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graduation from high school enter postsecondary institutions
in the years ahead. What may seem to be meaningful employ-
ment for high school seniors may seem less meaningful with
experience and time. Thus, more individuals will seek reentry
into the educational systemmill in need of academic devel-
opment in order to gain admission at the postsecondary level.

According to a report of the Special Studies Program of the
University System of Georgia (1984), "the size and importance
of this problem began to appear to many people in the Uni
versity System in the mid-sixties. [it was] not fully perceived,
but there was each year a growing conception of a larger and
more serious problem" (p. 64). The target group has been
characterized as consisting mainly of incoming freshmen who
fail to meet regular admissions criteria, are admitted provi-
sionally, and are usually classified as high-risk students (J.
Roueche and Snow 1977).

More recently, Hardesty (1986) of the Coordinating Board
of the Texas College and University System made the follow-
ing statement:

At least 30,000 freshmen who enter Texas public colleges
and universities each year cannot read write or compute
at levels needed to perform effectively in higher education,

. . The committee's report shows that students uiyo meet
the standard admission criteria at the state's public colleges
still luck back They are intelligent, qualified stu.
dents, competent enough to meet entrance requirements
despite u deficiency in given skilLc To prevent than from
entering college would bar too many capable students from
higher education (p. 1).

A recent Southern Regional Education Board report indicates
that findings in the 15 southeastern membtfr states are con
sistent with other state and national studies on the numbers
of students entering college who are not ready to do college-
level work. The report states that "36 percentclose to four
of tenfirst-time entering college freshmen need additional
academic support in reading, writing, or mathematics" (Abra-
ham 1988, p. 2).

Projections
Enrollment in developmental programs has clearly increased
in recent years, anti it is likely to continue to increase into
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the 1990s. It is predicted that a pan of this increase will result
from inc reas 7d recruitment of disadvantaged students. Accord-
ing to dem graphic trends, there will be more white students
from rural CIO, more suburban students, and more low-
income stut ins from suburban areas (Boylan 1985).

This new diversity has necessitated the restructuring of pro-
grams to meet the needs of clients. The new population of
applicants is increasing more rapidly than the rate at which
high school curriculum and teacher preparation for secondary
schools can possibly change. Thus, many theorists indicate
that developmental studies programs should be considered
an integral facet of higher education. A. Agin (1975) supports
this notion in the following statement:

A number of mechanisms are availabk to most institutions
[of hirner education' to bring about greater studentpar-
ticpation: academic programs admissions freshmen ori-
entation, counseling and advisemen4 financial aid, work
opportunities extra -curricular activities and housing and
student services . . The possible intervention techniques
are numerous.- tutoring programmed instruction, *rectal
.*nurses for developing study skills and selfpaced learning
among others Institutions can, with relatively little invest-
merzt of resources carry out controlled ersperiments on a
limited scale to identify the most promising cqfroadres:
with well designed studies the more effective techniques
in raising .students performance can be identified within
a short timesay, within one term after initiating the study
(p. 45).

Moreover, it would seem that senior institutions of higher
education would be most adequately equipped to provide
successful programs of academic development. These insti-
tutions house schools of education with faculty and graduate
students specializing hi the critical areas of developmental/
remedial instruction and counseling. Growth trends reflect
that, prior to 1960, the highest percentage of such programs
were found at institutions offering postgraduate instruction.
Again, by 1976 there Was increased involvement of senior
colleges and universities in the provision of remedial and
developmental services (1. Roucehe and Snow 1977). These
senior institutions are usually committed to community ser-
vice projects, which often establish viable links to the public
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schools, where in-service training/staff development can do
much to inform all individuals, secondary and postsecondary,
who are concerned with meeting the needs of the target
populzions.

Currently, develownerkaliremedial or academic support
privrams hold vast potential in the movement toward equal
educational opportunity in a democratic society. One of the
traditional roles of education in the United States has been
to broaden opportunities for productive, influential and
rewarding participation in the affairs of society by developing
the skills and credentials necessary for economic and social
soisfaction (Gordon 1971). A recent increase in required edu-
tzitmal competency levels is reflected in the 10-year College
Board Educational Equality Protect (1983), in the new criteria
kriplemented by the Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools in 19K and in the higher Scholastic Aptitude Test
(SAT) score requirements for many institutions of higher edu-
cation At a time when high school waduation and college
entrance requirements are being made more stringent nation-
wide, there will still be numbers of hopeful students who
will not meet the admissions criteria. Gordon's (1971) dis-
cussion of the purpose of education in a democratic society
illuminates the critical role of developmental programs for
those who fall short of standard college entranct
requirements:

If that purpose jof education in a democratic sodetyl is
to brotikien opportunities for meanined partic4pation in
the mainstrtwn of society . then educational cvortunity
is unequal unless it serves that purpose for all learners. At
any point in the history of a sdy, the minimum edu-
catkmal goals we defined by Or: prerequisites for mean-
ingful participation or for economic, sod al and political
survival The educational experience can and should enable
many persons to go far beyond the development of smote
survival skills but it cannot betzmidered to have provided
equality af offrortunity unless it enabks near* all [save
d 3% to 5% taro are truly mental2 defeaivej to reach
the stervkul or partidpation kvel(p. 7).

If college admissim criteria will exclude some high school
graduzes, then developmental studies programs can continue
to playa crkical role in the scheme of higher educaticdi by
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providing the kind of instruction and preparation that some
individuals need in order to gain access to postsecondary
educational experience.

Arguments on Role and Responsibility
Although senior institutions of higher education traditionally
have more resources, Eat,: lities, and scholars and researchers
with the acumen to address the needs of the underprepared
student, many individuals hold that developmental courses
are bolt suited to two-year community colleges and should
be occluded from four-year colleges and universities. This
controversy has been put into perspective by Ross and Roe
(1986), who indicate that every institution has its lowest stu-
dents, many of whom need remediation. They refer topro-
grams for underprepared students at Duke University, Ohio
slate University, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and
Stanford University. In reference to Harvard's remedial read'ag
prow-am, they quote William Petty (1959), who stated that
"Harvard's 'remedial' students already were reading better
than 85% of the nation's college freshmen, but they still
needed help to measure up to the demands of their course-
work" (p. 194).

In defense of the average student, it has been claimed that
95 percent can lova a subject to a high level of mastery if
given sufficient learning time and appropriate types of help
(Bloom 1971). Although it is predicted that a good remedial
program can help only 50 percent of its students to perfirm
adequately in regular courses and only 25 percent to meet
graduation requirements (Moore, 1984), this success ratio
is substantial given that many underprepared students suffer
several years' deficiency in specific skills when they enroll
in postsecondary developmental programs, which generally
only allow one year of remediation.

Two interesting arguments are presented in defense of
developmental programs in terms of role and responsibility.
First popular opinion often holds that developmental pro-
grams dilute academic programs, but proponents of devel-
opmental programs argue that their role is to support and
enrich the regular curriculum and ensure that more students
will succeed. From this perspective, remedial courses are
viewed as additions to, not replacements for, the required
courses in a student's program of study (Ross and Roe 1986).

Second, it is often argued that many of the skills taught
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in developmental education programs at institutions of higher
education should have been mastered by the student earlier,
but that has not always been possible, for a variety of reasons.
Roberts (1986) concludes the following:

it is i?flpractical to tmpect adults to return to primarp or
secondary school to acquire the skills thty need to be of
value to themsebfres and to society. A choice mast be made.
Developrental education programs demonstrate that society
bas deciaml to be individuaLs overcome their skill deft-
cienciet The alternative would be to allow those individuals
to remain a liability not only to thernselms but also perhaps
to society as well (p. 71).

Learnkig Deficiencies
Underprepared students may exhibit any of a great variety
of learning deficiencies, but they most often fall into the basic
categories of reading, writing, mathematics, and study skills.
In the area of reading, underprepared students often lack adv.
quate skills in regard to vocabulary, word decoding (phonics),
text comprehension, and reading rate. In the writing category,
the most prevalent skill deficiencies of the underprepared
learner are usually found in sentence and paragraph ccxastru-
tion, etrammatical coherence within sentences and paragraphs,
logical and sequential structure of compositions and essays,
and spelling. In mathematics, many underprepared students
lack necessary computational skills and arc deficient in under
standing fundamental mathematical concepts; many suffer
mainly from "math phobias."

From a cognitive perspective, underprepared students are
often found to function at a literal thinking level (used for
memory, translation, and interpretation in reading) and are
unfamiliar with higher thinking levels (used for analysis, syn
thesis, and evaluation in reading) and/or abstract thinking
(often required in problem solving). Research has suggested
that more than 50 percent of college freshmen may not he
at Piaget's formal operational level of thinking (Ross and Roe
1986).

In the area of study skills, often considered a sub skill of
reading proficiency for higher learning, and inclusive t self
management, underprepared students are usually lacking
in an adequate repertoire of study strategies for texts in the
content areas, novels, and other literature; listening, note-
taking, and test-taking strategies; and time management skills.
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Experiendsd Deficiencies
Lack of exposure to people, places, events, customs, and mun-
dane features of life beyond the commonplace of an indi-
vidual's immediate locale results in experiential deficiencies
that are often debilitating to academic motivation or to the
capacity for independent learning. Much of what would be
considered new knowledge for the learner can only be
acquired and synthesized through the use ofa base of prior
knowledge. Effective assimilation of new material depends
greatly on an individual's storehouse of knowledge to whic.h
new information can be related.

The underprepared student is often one who may have
the basic intellectual capacity but who has reached a point
of impasse temporarily created by a mismatch between his
or her knowledge base and the new information that he or
she is expected to absorb on an independent basis. Expe-
riential deficiencies combined with the specific learning defi-
ct, rides described above can create serious disadvantagc
for the student. These circumstances of underprepareciness
can be remediated, however.

Standardized Placement
TrendsSAT Averages
The College Board's 1986 Admissions Testing Program
National &port on college-bound seniors indicates that from
1967 to 1986 MT score averages have suffered an overall
decline. Although there have been yearly increases in average
scores on the verbal and math sections of the SAT recently,
those increases have only brought the averages back to a level
equal to the 1976 figures. In 1967, the total mean verbal score
for males and females was 466; in 1976, 431; and after a con-
tinuous drop from 1967 to 1980, the mean has increased
steadily to a scone of 431 in 1986 still 35 points below the
1967 average score. Math scores reveal the same trend. In
1967, the mean math score was 492 for males and females;
in 1976, 472; and after the same downtrend as verbal scores
from 1967 to 1980, the mean math score has increased since
1980 to 475 in 1986still 17 points below the 1967 score.

The profile provided by SAT scores is not representative
of all high school graduates nor all college freshmen, but
it is representative of a substantial national sample of approx-
imately two-fifths of all high school graduatesapproximatel
890,000 students. It is obvious that there has been a decline



in achievement worm over the past two decades that has not
yet been remedied Because the strength of the nation
depends on its ability to equip the broadest spectrum of
population with the knowledge and skills required to Face
the increasing demands of global competition, educational
institutions must meet this challenge at all levels and for all
who seek participation.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF POSTSECONDARY
DEVELOPMENTAL PROGRAMS

Of the numerous types of postsecondary developmental pro-
grams that exist (see descriptions in Ross and Roe 1986;

Sharma 1977; Wright and Cahalan 1985), all have many fea-
tures or services in common but each operates on the basis
of some unique characteristicmost often resulting from
the unique needs of its student population. Types of programs
are discussed in this section in terms of types of studentdefi-
ciencies usually addressed, services provided for the student,
and the auspices under which the services are provided Four
types of programs predominate: college campus tutorial/
remedial, college outreach programs, campus assistance cen-
ters, and off-campus instruction.

College campus tutorial/remedial programs are campus
based and usually offered to students as noncredit courses;
some tutorials are provided on a nonmandatoty basis to lend
academic support to high-risk students who may be enrolled
in credit courses. Such programs also often include financial
assistance, counseling, and in some cases, special educational
services to help upgrade the academic skills of disadvantaged
students This category also includes a unique alternative
known at, the grade deletion policy program, which is
designed to help students find a more appropriate choice
of wior done is giving them considerable difficulty.

College outreach programs are usually conducted under
affiliation with student community services. These programs
provide such services as contacting prospective students, pres
eating information on college programs, and enrolling stu-
dents in garter courses in conjunction with individual coun-
seling; creating "highly cohesive and supportive" studeta
organizations with special personnel and programs for specific
minority ethnic grourxs, such as African-Americans, Chicane,
and Native Americans; providing continuing admission for
students who succeed in special summer programs; providing
Big Sisters/Brothers to help freshmen of minority ethnic
groups; producing cultural festivals; and establishing satellite
counseling centers in neighborhoods populated by university
students characterized as alienatt J and hostile toward the
"establishment" A unique service under this category of pro-
grams is the establishment of day-care centers for the children
of students who are disadvantaged.

Campus assistance centers are those programs that are
established to facilitate "conununiversity" life. These programs
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provide such services as crisis intervention, student advocates,
change agents, informational resources, and referral agencies.
A unique service in this category is the "commuter affairs"
program, which makes units of the campus physical plant
available to commuting students for study, rest, and other
between-class needs.

Off-campus programs of rosin laiOrt are offered on the sob,
at home, and in other settings. Such programs provide edu-
cational opportunities and in-service learning projects outside
the traditional classroom.

At first glance, some aspects of the program categories listed
above may seem to be outside the boundaries of what are
comma* perceived to be developmental studies programs.
If one considm the most comprehensive definition of such
programs and aims to address the whole student, however,
it is evident that a conscientious combination of the above-
mentioned services world, in most cases, be in the best inter-
est of those who are most typically in need of provisional
admission to institutions of higher education. Other labels
for the identification of similar services include special studies
prowams, learning assistance centers, course-related learning
services, and comprehensive learning systems (see table 1
for additional program descriptors). In most developmental
programs that provide remediation in the basic skills arras,
diagnostic processing is often an integral component of the
program or the diagnostic services of another testing center
or office on the campus are incorporated as a primary phase
in the delive.y of program services.

National estimates indicate that about 90 percent of all ingi-
tutions of higher education have at least some of the services
described above. About 33 percent report having a separate
department or division for developmental studies or college
learning centers By type of school, the percentage having
separately administered programs is as follows: public insti.
tutions, 47 percent; two-year, 43 percent; and open admission
colleges and universities, 45 permit. Smaller institutions
incorporate developmental services into their various aca-
demic departments (Wright and Cahalan 1985).

The same survey indicates that 24 percent of all institutions
have a special pre-admission summer program that provides
additional services to accompany trasic remedial course work.
Four-year traditional and selective schools are found to offer
this type of program more frequently than two-year and open
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admission schools. Still, only about 33 percent of traditional
and selective schools reported having such a pram. In addi-
tion to the more popular bask skills courses in reading, writ-
ing, and mathematics, 58 percent of all institutions offer reme-
dial courses in student development, and 21 percent offer
remedial academic courses outside the three basic skills areas.

Thirty percent of the national rA3pulation in higher edu-
cation is involved in some form of developmental education,
and in some southern institutions mat figure is closer to 40
percent (Joiner 19/00. In Georgia, for example, which is one
of only a few states that have mandatory developmental pro-
grams, 30 to 40 percent of freshmen are required tv enroll
in at least one developmental studies area. This statistic is
said to compare favorably with other states, such as Tennes-
see, half of whose freshmen neLd developmental work (Ma,
gan 1988).

Alternative Structures
Early and midterm intervention programs have been operated
in some institutions for students who are at risk in regular
c-oums. Students receive tutoring in course content, extra
instructor in laboratories, and counseling, all in lieu of
enrollment in an a-tual developmental program (Ross and
Roe 1986).

Another innovative type of developmental assistance is
administered in the form of adjunct courses that are offered
for high-risk courses, particularly at the introductory level,
in areas such as social sciences, mathematics, the physical
sriences, and the humanities. This approach coordinates two
courses whereby a subject course taught by a regular faculty
member is matched with an adjunct skills class taught by a
learning skills instructor. Such a program has been imple-
mented and found effective at the University of Missouri-
Kansas City (Friedlander 1984).

The greatest departure from the traditional types of develop-
mental programs can be f.lund in the junior colleges, where
the needs of the student population are different from those
of students at senior colleges and universities. Four basic types
of programs have been designed to help junior college stu-
dents compensate for specific deficiencies. These programs
are commonly known as pretransfer, adult basic education,
handicapped, and remedial.

The pretransfer program in junior colleges is designed to
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address deficiencies in grades or subjects required for admis-
sion to a senicor institution, college, or transfer program. The
adult basic education program addresses deficiencies in lit-
eracy and basic skills subjects necessary for a high school
diploma. The handicapped programs address physical and
mental handicaps that impose limitations on those students
who are also academically or socially handicapped. Finally,
the remedial programs are designed to address the same types
of basic skills deficiencies and deficiencies in study strategies
and self management that are typically addressed in other
developmental/remedial programs (Lombardi 1979).

Types of Intenentions
For purposes of this discussion, types of intervention are
distinguished from types of programs in that program de-
scriptions indicate which services are offered, and types of
intervention indicate the manner in which those services are
provided and their affective intent Types of intervention are
categorized here as teaching/learning, counseling, peer sup-
port, and supplemental use of media and the arts.

Teaching/leaning interventions are traditionally imple-
mented through a variety ofcourse offerings, The most prey.
alent structure of such interventions has been a program of
courses divided into English (writing), reading, and math
components.

From a national sample of 511 colleges and universities,
the Higher Education General Information Survey enrollment
report (Broyles 1982) indicated that 82 percent of the schools
had at least one remedial/developmental course and that
more colleges offered courses in remedial writing (73 per-
cent) and mathematics (71 potent) than in reading (66 per
cent). In the majority of schools offering remedial programs,
the courses are required if the student does not meet certain
standards. Remedial writing courses are mandatory in about
64 percent, and remedial mathematics in about 59 percent,
of schools offering the courses. Remedial reading courses
are manctatory in about 51 percent of the schools offering
the course (Wright and Cahalan 1 :5).

Examples of the more innovative interventions have been
those related to human development and life-style, with a
focus on the concerns of marginal students; introspection,
with an emphasis on the experience of the student, leading
to the evaluation of values, attitudes, beliefs, abilities, and
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relationships with others; community involvement; creative
work; wilderness experiences; a focus on the interface of var-
ious disciplines; sensitization of administrators and faculty
to the operation and philosophy of the program; and finally,
tutorial/remedial application, which is most often provkled
as a supplement to the required course of study.

Counseling interventions, provided in the form of group
or one-on-one interactions, address issues of values, attitudes,
and human relationships development for students and
faculty/staff, as well as personalized e-oluation of academic
progress to identify interests, abilities, and limitations. Case
studies of programs at 19 institutions during the 1969-70 aca,
demic year indicated that tutoring, counseling trnt.1.- guidance
services, and work-study opportunities were then common
to many programs (H. Agin, Bisconti, and Frankel 1972). This
programming trend remains prevalent today.

The most innovative type of counseling intervention de-
scribed in the literature is the use of "dual function personnel,
that is, tutors who are trained to perform counseling services
in some of the following areas: building rapport, establishing
credibility, assessing student needs and prescribing specific
interventions, maintaining a task oriented atmosphere, inform-
ing students of expectations in the teaching-laming relation
ship and the rest of the program, providing and eliciting feed
back, providing positive reinforcement, and monitoring the
progress of work. This type of intervention has been used
successfully at the University of Southern California, where
peer tutors/counselors are trained for these responsibilities
(Jones 1984).

When this skills.therapy approach is used in the remedial
program, the tutor/counselor muss conduct in-.depth inter-
views and diagnosis "to discover whether the academic prub
lems are a cause or result of personal problems which may
include escape and avoidance defenses, unrealistic goals,
or inadequate self concept' (Schmelzer and Brozo 1982,
p. 647). Skills-therapy personnel do not have to be licensed
counselors, but they should have strong backgrounds in psr
chology and counseling. This requisite combination of exper-
tise makes it more difficult to staff a program initially, but
it can be worthwhile in terms of the long-term effectiveness
of the program (Ross and Roe 1986).

Peer support interventions have included peer tutoring,
"buddy" systems, and a unique project in which emphasizing
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laboratory, group size is critical. Group size should be low,
particularly in a classroom setting, where 15 to 20 students
is the desirable number and classes larger than 20 become
unmanageable for individual instruction.

Operational Models
There are numerous developmental/remedial programs in
existence but very few variations in basic program models.
The most common type, tutorial/remedial programs, have
evolved from either the developmental/remedial or hulls&
vs. skills-based philosophies (see following section). Some
pr rams seek to assist students in obtaining proficiency in
the basic skills and study skills necessary for success in
college-level courses by tracking them through a series of
courses in each basic skill area (reading, writing, mathemat-
ics) for which deficiencies have been identified. These
anuses are most often taught under separate subject com-
patents within a department for developmental/remedial
services. Course content is usually based solely on the specific
subject area. Students are usually given a set period of time
in which to demonstrate proficiency in each area.

An alternative approach to traditional developmental/reme-
dial instruction is the interdisciplinary structure within which

the various basic skills courses are conducted in conjunction

with each other. The reading class, for example, incorporates
several writing assignments and math word problems, and
the writing class uses reading course materials or topics as
a springboard for discussion and essay assignments.

Some programs operate on the premise of a holistic model
of instrixtion, which seeks to address remediation of the stu-
dent's deficiencies by means of whole contexts (entire chap-

ters, articles, books) and the use of global communication
processes (reading for understanding, discussion, and written
summaries or essay responses). Other programs incorporate
a skills-based approach, which seeks to remediate the stu
dent's deficiencies through task analysis of the specific skills
required to master assignments in a given subject area and
individually prescribed assignments for practice of these in&
vidual skills in application to the course content and supple-
mentary materials.

Group vs. individualized instruction has often evolved out
of the holistic vs. skills-based approaches. Group instruction
facilitates the holistic: approach and is most often used for
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course offerings in a classroom setting with a lecture or sem-
inar format. Group instruction has also been used in tabo
rattly settings, where individualized instruction is used as
well (Tomlinson 1985). Individualized instruction is seldom
found in the classroom setting, due to class size and time
constraints; it is more often used in laboratory settings to facil-
itate both holistic and skills based approaches.

Laboratory instruction has been incorporated into many
programs as a means of providing tutorial support for course
work in the subject or skills area classes. Students are often
scheduled into labs on a mandatory basis, in addition to the
course schedule, and individualized education plans are pres-
cribed as a supplement to course work labs have also served
the ancillary function of providing impromptu tutoring for
those students seeking assistance on a voluntary basis. labs
frequently accommodate the self paced approach when in
struction is individualized

The majority of developmental/remedial programs have
used combinations of these various approaches to deliver
instructional services in the three basic skills areas (reading,
writing, and mathematics) and Nye also incorporated a coun-
seling component to provide additional support services. Stu-
dents are assigned to counselors, who are available for advice
on personal, academic, or social matters and who are often
involved in relaying perbdic progress reports from instructors
to students.

Gin:ding
Grading systems vary from campus to campus br develop-
mental programs. Some institutions hold the philosophy
that grades are threatening to the insecure remedial student
and suggest either giving no grades or at least no failing
grades as alternatives to the traditional grading system of letter
grades. In these alternative cases, students would receive A's
or B's for passing work, and those who fail would receive
no grade. Other institutions are opposed to lenient grading
policies and maintain that developmental grading policies
should remain parallel to those of the rest of the institution.
As another alternative, mastery learning is suggested such
that students are allowed as much time as they need to reme-
diate deficiencies (Ross and Roe 1986) to the point of passing.

More than half of the existing developmental programs
give traditional letter grades and about 40 pen- 1.1t give non



standard grades, such as pass/fail (J. Roueche, Baker, and S.
Roueche 1984). The relevance of traditional grading practices
has been questioned in application to developmental pro
grams, and it has been suggested that assessment of academic
success be made in terms of changes in an individual stu-
dent's performance (A. Min 1971).

Course Credi:
Approximately 70 percent of those institutions who offer
remedial courses do not give degree credit for such courses.
The most common type of credit given for these courses is
institutional credit, which determines the student's enrollment
status and is recorded on the student's transcript, but does
not accrue toward degree or certificate completion. Just over
50 percent of institutions report using this type of credit for
remedial reading writing, and mathematics. For the various
alternative types of credit awarded, frequencies are as follows
for writing (and very similar for reading and mathematic-1i):
institutional credit, 53 percent; elective credit, 25 percent;
subject degree credit, 6 percent; and no formal credit, 16 per-
cent (Wright and Cahalan 1985). (Some of the more non-
traditional developmental courses outside the basic skills
area may award credit differently.)

The awarding of credit may very well be a critical factor
in the success ratios of students enrolled in developmental
programs. S. Roueche (1983) indicates that research shows
significant success for students in remedial courses giving
credit, due to increased motivation. Many traditional insti-
tutions, however, would view this approach as a lowering
of college standards (Wright and Cahalan 1985) and a low-
ering of the integrity of the institution's program by accepting
precollegiate work on the same basis as collegiate work (Ross
and Roe 1986). On the other hand, awarding no credit at all
for student's efforts in remedial course work could be corm
terproductive---"demoralizing" to the student.

It seems that the awarding of institutional credit for devel
opmental course work is the most popular compromise to
the student motivation/institutional integrity dilemma In
addition to increasing student commitment, proponents indi
cue that institutional credit also enables students to qualify
for veteran's benefits, athletic grants, and other forms of finan-
cial aid and provides a basis for determining faculty load and
formula funding for the institutional budget.
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Exit Criteria
Like grading and credit policies, the policy for exit criteria
also varies across institutions. Exit criteria determine the levels
of proficiency that a student must demonstrate and the time
frame within which the student must meet those predeter-
mined competencies. For example, in a subject area such

. reading, students may be required to obtain a specified
course average, final exam score, and systemwide (regents)
competency test score minimums in order to exit the reading
course. In addition, where students may fail a first attempt
at meeting the exit criteria, a limited number of attempts are
allowed in a given subject such that anywhere from two to
four terms may be the limit for attempts to demonstrate pro-
ficiency and eligibility to exit the subject area

In keeping with the mastery learning concept, advocates
emphasize the flexibility of an open entry/open exit policy,
which allows students to enter and leave developmental
courses according to their own rates of learning. Seine pro-
grams allow students to "test out" of courses when they
believe they have met the objectives. From a practical per-
spective, time limits for exit are advisable. Where two terms
for a course is considered a reasonable limit, students who
fail two attempts may be prohibited from taking the course
for a consecutive third time, receive counseling fur setting
alternative academic goals, be allowed to reenter the course
after a specified number of terms elapses, or under extreme
circumstances, be allowed to appeal the decision (Ross and
Roe 1986).

The Role of Junior and Senior
Colleges and Univerakies
Much of public opinion has maintained the notion that devel-
opmental programs should be administered exclusively by
the junior, two-year, colleges. Although historicil accounts
and current statistics indicate that developmental services,
by any name, have been firmly established at junior and senior
colleges and universities, public and private, ofevery caliber,
a substantial pan of the literature is devoted to the role of
community colleges in the delivery of developmental services
(Campbell 1982; Kerstiens 1971; Moore 1971; Roberts 1
J. Roueche 1984). (The t.sms junior college and community
college are used interchangeably in this discussion. Although
popularly used to denote "private academic two-year insti-



tution," the term "junior college" has not always been (ca-
nned to this single usage. Until very recently, for example,
public two-year colleges in Georgia that were not strictly
dank =led the label "junior.")

The distnbution of services reported in a 1985 survey
(Wright and Cahalan) shows remedial courses offered at 88
percem of two-year and 78 percent of four-year institutiars;
94 parent of public and 70 percent of private schools; and
91 percent of open and 68 percent of selective admissions
institutions. The distribution of courses in a given subject
was found to be typically one or two comes. Only about
10 percent of the colleges offered four or more remedial
courses in a subject, and public, two-year, and open admis-
sion schools offered about one more course per subject than
private, four-year, and selective schools.

The same survey shows the following distribution of the
frequency of student enrollment in remedial work: 28 percent
of freshmen in two-year colleges and 19 percent in four-year
schools; 27 percent of freshmen in public colleges and 15
percent in private colleges; and 30 percent of freshmen in
open colleges and 13 percent in selective and traditional
admission colleges. The data indicate that remedial students
are more likely to attend two year, public, and open admission
colleges. It should be noted that almost two-thirds oral! fma-
year students enroll in two -year and open admissions colleges
and 85 percent of all rust-year students attend public colleges.
Perhaps what appears to be a prevalence of developmental
programs in two -year colleges is, to a gran extent, a function
of the nature of enrollment policy and trends rather than the
efficacy or capability of two-year schools to provide devel-
opmental services.

Proponents of the idea that developmental programs are
best suited to the junior college are, no doubt, inclined to
see a definite link between the mission of the two- year school
and the purpose of developmental course work. The two
year institution emerged in the early 1900s with an open door
policy and the purpose of providing the disadvantaged high
school graduate and the minority student an opportunity to
transcend their socioeconomic status by improving their skills
and gaining access to meaningful career opportunitits (Bass
1982). Many of the courses taught in the junior college were
designed to create equity in higher education, promote its
popularity, and make education available to the public in
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general. The courses were created to address the needs of
the following types of nontraditional students: the pan-time
student, the adult seeking refresher courses, the senior citizen,
the handicapped veteran, the unemployed career changers,
and the housewife entering the work force (Roberts 1986).

Junior colleges do have decades of experience in providing
developmental cr r....inedial education for undetpwared stu-
dents. By 1965, but before the widespread realization of de-
sewegation in institutions of higher education, over 60 per-
cent of the community college students ranked at or below
the 30th percentile on the School and College Ability Test
(Moore 1971). By the late 1960s the most frequently offered
courses in community colleges were remedial reading, reme
dial writing, and remedial arithmetic (J. Roueche 1984).

Although junior colleges have historically fulfilled a mission
that has consistently answered the needs of remedial students,
they have often experienced the same problems in their
efforts to deliver remedial services as have other types of insti-
tutions In a survey of members of the American Association
of Community and Junior Colleges (Campbell 1982), par-
ticular attention was given to Monroe County Community
College, which was described as an institution that had been
concerned about students with academic deficiencies since
its founding in 1964 but had been un. w , essful in meeting
the challenge. The extent of the institution's failure was evi-
denced by a discontinuation of remedial courses, due to lack
of enrollment five years after opening; discontinuation of
diagnostic testing for counseling and class placement, due
to concerns that an older student population was reluctant
to take the tests; concerns about grade inflation masking the
need for remedial education; concerns about the validity of
granting college credit for below college -level work; and the
increasing costs of remedial/developmental courses. These
concerns prompted the college to conduct the nationwide
survey at a time when their own capacity to re-establish devel-
opmental services had improved.

Campbell reports that, at the time of the survey in 1981,
out of 903 junior colleges, 98 percent offered remedial/devel-
opmental courses, 81 percent awarded credit for remedial
course work--48 percent granted regular college credit.
Thirty-eight percent thought that remedial courses should
be offered for credit but not apply to transfer, and 16 percent
thought that no credit should be awarded for remedial work.



The dilemmas experienced by Monroe County Community
College and the responses to their national survey are rep-
resentative of the problems and perspectives of many insti
tutions of higher education, junior, senior, and university
level, in responding to the challenge of delivering develop
mental services.

Numerous contributions to the literature on developmental
programs spec brolly address the role of community colleges
in such services. Although some of the issues or approaches
that are discussed may appear to be unique to the junior col-
lege program, the majority of issue particularly curriculum
concepts ----are applicable to any type of institution. The lit
erasure notes, for example, the following parameters in reme-
(Illation at the junior college level: the use of both descriptive
and prescriptive approaches to designing programs (I-last:her
1980); offering compensatory programs and services as elec-
tives; requiring train students to participate in skills courses;
offering basic skills instruction as part of regular courses
(Friedlander 1981); and support of the vital role of speech
communication (Miller 1984).

From a practical perspective, additional arguments for a
developmental program at every institution are presented
in terms of access and transferability. Supporters of the idea
that developmental programs should he maintained at every
level of complex systems of higher education indicate that,
if developmental programs are relegated to twayear colleges,
then in cities that have senior colleges but no junior college,
access would be denied to those students who are not within
reach of a two-year college. In terms of transferability, those
who support the idea of a program at every institution -argue
th..:. a developmental program at any particular institution
is specifically designed to assist students in developing the
competencies needed ior success in that particular school's
regular freshman and core curriculum classes. Thus, attempts
to transfer competencies developed at a twoyear institution
to course work at a senior institution will not always succeed.
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EXEMPLARS AND PROBLEM IN THE
DELIVERY OF DEVELOPMENTAL SERVICES

Of the many developmental programs across the nation, sev-
eral can he identified as exemplars in terms of their success.
This section describes selected programs, delineates specific
factors of success, and identifies issues and problems inherent
to the administration of developmental services.

Although the success of a variety of types of developmental
programs can be attributed to any of a number of factors, the
two exemplars described here were selected for discussion
because they encompass an array of services with an intense
focus on the "whole student." The nature of these programs
is in keeping with the elements of the most pervasive defi-
nitions of developmental programs (see earlier section).

One program addresses the "whole student" in terms of
a curriculum that is sensitive to the ethnic background the
individual student brings to the educational environment
The other program addres.ses the "whole student" in terms
of personal, interpersonal, affective, and cognitive domains.
Both programs incorporate a multidimensional, imerdiso-
plinary approach designed to improve the success ratios of
high-risk students of minority or nontraditional groups that
are typical of the demoglaphk: profile presented in section 2.

The huge and inconsistent literature on developmental
programs is best reflefied in the subsection below can "Prob-
lems." (See also section 5 for additional information on pro-
gram results.)

Profiles of Two Successful Programs
The first exemplar, the University of Minnesota's General Col-
lege Retention Program, is described as an academic support
service designed to assist, encourage, and retain high-risk
students (Zanoni 1982). The program consists of three indi-
vidualized packages gmred to meet the academic and support
service needs of three particular ethnic or racial minority
groups (Native American, Chicano/Latino, and African-
American students). Students are recruited by the University
of Minnesota Ofike of Minority and Special Student Affairs
(016SA), and they attend an OMSSA Summer institute prior
to their first fall quarter. Services are delivered to students
within the following model of integrated educational
modules:

skills development courses (language modules),
subject matter modules,
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support services, and
individualized course assistance.

The skills development course are based on language
modules designed to improve the students' reading, writing,
and speaking skills. The language modules were created in
recognition of program participants' general weaknesses in
fundamental skills. The subject matter modules focus on the
cultural values of each ethnic and/or racial group. Examples
of courses in the subject matter module are Issues in Native
American Education, Contemporary Chicano Issues, and Afro-
American literature. These courses are taught by "ethnic"
instructors, who seek to enhance the students' sense of cul-
tural identity and pride. Support services include tutorial assis-
tance, availability of survival information, career planning
assistance, and counseling avd advising. The program descrip-
tion indicates the use of ethnic tutors, advisors, and c-oun-
scion; whenever possible. Individualized course assistance
is provided for program participants who are enrolled in the
General College subject matter courses, such as mathematics
and science. The courses are taught by rtgular faculty, but
special tutorial and support mechanisms are arranged for the
particularly needy special students.

The program reports that its overall retention rate increased
in its second year, from 59 percent in 1979-80 to 70 percent
in 1980 ,S1. The general improvement in retention rate for
students within the developmental program has been attri-
buted to several reasons. The program report cites the selec-
tivity of its recruitment efforts; the refining of course offerings
to include only those courses, methods, and support services
that have proved effective in meeting the needs of its students;
the commitment of instructors to the objectives of the pro-
gram and their levels of competence and sense of cooper-
ation; and students' identification with the objectives of the
program as a result of the cohesive inclusion of ethnic or
racial minority instructors as team members.

The level of effectiveness of the Minnesota program is also
reflected in "the nature, scope and content of the evaluation
(Mail] . . . evidence that the prugram's measurement instru-
ments are adequate to assess the impact of the total program
on student retention" (Zanoni 1982, p. 7).

The second exemplar, the Freshman Studies Program (FR}
at Livingstone College/Rutgers University, is a developmental
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program fa , ,.xaraditional students that aims to improve the
retention and academic achievement of the target population
(Marshall 1981). Although conclusive evidence is not avail-
able, preliminary findings (Marshall 1981) indicate that stu-
dents who participated in the program performed better than
their counterparts from the year before the program was
initiated. The program's statement of purpose acknowledges
the idea that "the most crucial factor in freshman attrition
seems to be the degree of congruence of 'fit' between the
student and the college environment . . . academically, socially
and motivationally" (p. 1). Thus, the Rutgers program was
designed to attend to the total learning experience of
students by focusing on cognitive, personal, and interpersonal
domains.

An additional focus of the program is creating "an atmo-
sphere which will promote student satisfaction and achieve-
ment" by way of providing a "success oriented and accepting
environment" (p. 5). The program facilitators indicated a com-
mitment to maintaining the success-oriented environment
by viewing their participants as "being as capable of success"
as regularly admitted students.

The target population for the FSP includes every student
enrolled through the Equal Opportunity Fund. A Newiersey
...sr Skills Test is used as the basis for assigning students
to either of two gimps. Level I students are designated to
participate in basic skills classes in reading, writing, and math-
maks, and in content courses selected by staff to match
the student's bask skill level. Level 1 students are also
assigned to a weekly counseling group and sessions of a Col-
lege Survival seminar. All other students are assigned only
to the counseling group, the College Su,,ival seminar, and
one content course. The selection if content courses includes
such titles as African-American Experience in America and
Puerto Rican Studies.

Other features of the FSP that are said to have contributed
to its success are the implementation of the interdisciplinary
team teaching concept; a reading course entitled Analytical
and Critical Reading; a support unit of faculty from the various
disciplines who volunteer to work with the program and who
are interested in innovative teaching methods and under.
prepared students and are willing to include FSP students
in their regular courses; peer counselors to facilitate outreach
efforts and freshman adjustment by ea leading counseling
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group sessions; block scheduling matched to a content area
course; and the percentage of class time spent applying the
skills taught in reading, writing, and mathematics to the
assignments in a specific content course. The program also
seeks to enhance student development by means of parental
orientation and involvement, continuous monitoring, and
providing evaluative feedback to the students.

The potential for effectiveness in the Rutgers program also
rests, in part, in Its evaluation plan. The initial two-pronged
design, for example, consisted ofa comparative study of fresh-
men groups in two consecutive years, the control (nonpar-
ticipant) preprogram group and the treatment (participant)
group in the first year of the program, as well as evaluations
from all individuals involved in the project (students, admin-
istratots, faculty, and staff) (Marshall 1%1).

It is evident that personnel and program design are critical
determinants. The influential factors underlying each of these
variables are discussed below.

Factors of Success: Personnel
Particular personnel competencies are identified in the lit-
erature as critical elements in the success of developmental
programs. Good developmental teachers are describedas
those who set attainable goals, encourage students, provide
continuous positive feedback as reinforcement, and make
students aware of their strengths and their own ability to con-
trol their successes and failures (Ross and Roe 1986). From
a collection of 113 professional competencies of remedial
instructors, the following eight categories were established;
1. manifest personal qualities
2. application of interpersonal skills
3. ability to structure and sequence skill competencies
4. instructional planning skills
5. instructional delivery
6. assessment of student progress
7. public relations and,
8. program administration (Dickens 1980).
Practitioners warn against the involuntary placement of

faculty in developmental positions, because such faculty are
likely to resent the assignment and manifest negative attitudes
that will transmit to students, who often bring their own neg-
ative attitudes to such programs. The combination of negative
teacher attitudes and negative student attitudes c an be counter-
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operational functions that are considered essential for the
success of a program. For decisions relating to goals and ratio-
nale, specific program needs are a comprehensive, structured
developmental program that includes mathematics, English,
reading, study skills, and support services, such as tutoring
and counseling (Ross and Roe 1986), and an interface of basic
skills courses and regular, subsequent courses (J. Roueche,
Baker, and S. Roueche 1984).

The program needs most commonly attributed to success
in the area of instructional methods are flexible programs
designed to meet the needs of different students (Ross and
Roe 1986) and multiple learning systems (J, Roueche, Baker,
and S. Roueche 1984) for use with the individual. Specific
institutional policies and standards most frequently identified
for pnogram success are required entry-level tests and man-
dated basic skills courses for students who lack minimum
competencies; a limited number of courses allowed for reme-
diating deficiencies; adequate funding (Ross and Roe 1986);
and strong administrative support and awarding of credit U.
Roueche, Baker, and S. Roueche 1984).

Vital program needs regarding professional and parapro-
fessional staff and their roles are commonly defined as a full-
time director to supervise and coordinate the program and
staff, faculty who are committed to the program and provided
with ongoing training (Ross and Roe 1986), and peer tutors
(J. Roueche, Baker, and S. Roueche 1984). Finally, the con-
tinuous evaluation of all aspects of the program, particular-
ly the success rate of students after they leave the program
(Ross and Roe 1986) and the effectiveness with which basic
skills courses interface with regular, subsequent courses (J.
Roueche, Baker, and S. Roueche 1984) are considered vital
to the ongoing success of developmental programs.

General Criticlains
in the same national study from which J. Roueche, Baker, and
S. Roueche (1984) documented success factors commonly
associated with developmental programs, it was also found
that in a maprity of these programs some basic faults are re-
current. Although students are required to do more reading,
writing, and figuring in basic skills courses than in regular
courses, half the students in many developmental classes do
not purchase textbooks, basic skills courses are only loosely
related to other courses in the college, exams in develop-
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mental courses are typically objective (short answers, true-
false, or multiple choice), and the evaluation of developmen-
tal courses is entirely inadequate ( Budig 1986). In a close
look at one institution, Budig also found that students had
very little opportunity to enhance and practice the basic skills
taught within the courses offered.

Another common criticism of developmental programs
is that they are not cost effective (Ross and Roe 1986). These
programs are expensive because they require special mate-
dais, equipment, and space; the pupil/teacher ratio must be
limited; and many tutorial hours must be provided in addition
to classroom instruction. In 1981, for ocample, the state of
Georgia spent more than $6 milks' on developmental pro-
grams, and Ohio State University spent between $10 million
and $12 million in the same year ("Toughening Up" 1982).
This criticism may not be well founded, however, because
the impact of any educational experience may actually be
very difficult to measure accurately or appropriately for all
of its participants when any one given expas-ure may generate
different levels of fulfillment, achieveme, or meaning for
different individuals within a group. Degree completion, per-
sistence, grade point average, other traditional measures of
institutional effectiveness, and retention studies do not nec
essarily tap the cost-effect value of developmental instruction
for many participants.

Problems
This subsection discusses problems and issues that often
attend implementation of developmental programs. Many
of these problems are contingent on each other such that
one tends to exacerbate the other and, thereby, thwarts the
effective delivery of services to possibly larger numbers of
students. Any of these problems or a combination of them
can also be identified in programs that are considered
successful.

Funding
Although legislation now entitles all American youths to finan
dal assistance for postsecondary education if they fall within
the designated limit on household income, the unreliable
funding of some developmental programs leads to a path
of tenuous existence. In many instances, impressive sums
of money are designated for developmental programs at the

Postsecondwy Deveppmentai Pygrams
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system-wide level, but the allocation of such funds to the var-
ious schools within the system does not necessarily coincide
with the particular needs of each institution. Where funds
are said to be distribuml equally, some recipient institutions
must make more inten iive use of faculty, staff, equipment,
and facilities in order to meet the special demands of its dis-
advantaged students. The most common problem related
to funding hoe been threats of cancellation of grant funding
(Mallery, Bullock, and Madden 1987).

Recruitment of Staff
Recruitment of program staff remains a constant problem for
most institutions due to staff turnover (H. Astin et at 1972).
Political infighting at some schools has also intensified the
problem. These problems are attributed to insecurity, the
temporary nature of funding in many instances, and the low
stature of staff as perceived by chairpersons of other depart-
ments (Sharma 1977). Instructors for many programs are hired
as non-tenure track and/or temporary faculty and, thus, job
insecurity is heightened, competent individuals are reluctant
to pursue such positions, and incentives for scholarly con-
tributions in curriculum development, research, or service
are scarce. Poor staff morale and faculty burnout also exac-
erbate the problem of recruitment and retention of individuals
who are needed for the successful delivery of developmental
services. Salaries that are not competitive, cutbacks in travel
reimbursement, few opportunities for upward mobility within
universities, and a shift toward more stringent tenure and
promotional requirements have also created files to the
successful operation of developmental programs (Mallery,
Bullock, and Madden 1987).

Minimum A4dmission Standards
and Placement Standarvis
Standards vary within systems at various institutional levels
such that there is no consistent indicator of what is held to
be the threshold of preparedness or underpreparedness (Abra-
ham 1986). Within an institutional level (university, four-year
college, two-year college), minimum admission criteria now
vary across categories of entering freshmen (e.g., for athletes,
the minimum total SAT score of 700 is set by proposition 48
of the National Collegiate Athletic Amodation, while other
entering freshmen may qualify with total scores of less than
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700). Students are also accepted with minimal entrance scores
and then deemed by faculty as too deficient to be taught effec-
tively. Where systems allow each institution to determine its
own admission standards by a combination of high school
grade point average and SAT or American College Test scores
that is said to predict success or failure, there is cause to con
skier whether the process is adequatewhether all who are
accepted or rejected are accurately predicted for success or
for failure.

In a survey of remedial/developmental programs in 489
public two-year and four-year colleges in the Southern
Regional Educational Board states, Abraham (1986) found
the following:

Colleges and Ullitt'r SiiieS use few common standards to
make placement decisions . in the SRFR state% almost HX)
combinations of about 70 different tests in the areas of
relating writing and mathematics are used to place stu-
dents in either college degree-credit or remedial/develop-
ment courses . . . it is also reasonabk to azume that the law
variety of tests in use implies a lack of utuform standards
for what is usually considered "college-level" uvrir (pp, 1--4).

At least 10 instruments were identified (acres the aggregate
of responding institutions) for each subject area placement
process (see table 2).

Affirmative Action
Although many developmental programs were instituted as
a part of the movement toward desegregation, there is often
a pervasive misconception that affirmative action is the sole
purpose of such programs. At most institutions at which de-
segregation has ever been an issue, the minority students with-
in the developmental program are a small percentage of the
program's enrollment. Another misconception is that the
developmental program exists solely for the purpose of serv-
ing those who are underprepared as a result of disadvantages
At many institutions, the student population of developmental
programs includes individuals from affluent and middle-clam
homes. In some instances, foreign students speaking English
as a second language have been enrolled in devekiprnental
programs because there were no other services to assist them
in overcoming language baniers. Despite such an enrollment
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TABLE 2

COLLEGE PLACEMENT TESTS USED BY SREB SURVEY
RESPONDENTS, BY RANK, FOR READING, WRITING,

AND MATHEMATICS 1985-86

REAM*
Rank itteemets Test

*bon- Denny

2 Kr -Combined

3 MAN- -DescrOnv

Teat of language

Mulls

4 SAT Verbs!

5 MET

6 Stale/System Devil

cipt.c1 Test

ACT Sot.111MildreS

8 MAPS- Comparative

Once Placentas
Test-

9 ACI

10 Test of Aduk Basic

Uralic in

WRITOGNett
ill' xi' Wish

43' In house/insti

tutionally developed

37 Writirs %triplet

buy

35 Test of Standard

Written English

29 ACT Combined

27 SAT Vertu!

Ai Slate/System Deed

Ted Test
23 Alin -language

Ikage

18 MAPS Comparmive

Guichrice Kamm
Test Wrkitg;

12 Micynelti and
Plutons Services

of Community

colleges-414

NUMMI
Phtiessent Test

72' In houseinsti 118'

tutionaily developed

66 ACT Mihemsics 71

57 MT -Mathematics 47

53 MAPSDescriptive 36

Tat of Mahentifics

Scals Ekmentary

Ad
36 SeseiSysiem Devil 29

Ted Test

2$ MAPS -Ikscripme 27

Test of Miahemstic

Skills, Intermediate

*bra
34 ACT -Conhined

24 MAPS Comparatise 23

Guidancr Mar

mug- ,Mathemitirs

C Test

24 MAPS Descriptive 22

Test of Mathematics

Stoics -,ArlInnetic

15 MT Numerical 17

Source: Abiatism 11861. Reproduced with permission of &ahem Regional Ethicatain Huard

mix, many developmental programs continue to suffer the
stigma of beirig perceived primarily as a vehicle for affirmative
actionparticularly for desegregation. This misconception
WAS born of an age of accountability in which, to a consid-
erable exteir, desegregation orders have periodically driven
developmental program policies and procedures (Mallery,
Bullock, and Madden 1987) as well as institutional policies
systemwide.
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Retention
Many retention studies indicate that substantial numbers of
students who exit developmental programs do successfully
complete degree programs. Many other studies indicate that
students emerging from such programs do as well as or often
better than other near-marginal students who were regularly
admitted, particularly in certain core courses. Unfortunately,
there are also many reports of significant numbers of students
who are unsuccessful in completing developmental programs
or in completing degree programs after exiting them.

Caution should be exercised in considering the overall
outccune of retention for developmental students because
many institutions have only recently begun to conduct and
report retention studies and cannot provide pertinent infor-
mation with regard to completion of four-year degree pro.
grams. (A five-year period is generally considered in cyder
to report retention rates for completion of the four-year
degree program.) Currently, many systems are only able to
provide information on retention rates and degree completion
kw their junior or community colleges.

Retention rates also fail to account for many students who
may, at some point, "stop out" of school and/or transfer to
another system and go on to complete degree programs over
an extended period of time. At their worst, retention rates
emphasize numbers of individual who remain enrolled and
numbers of individuals who complete degree programs, while
benefits accrued to individuals receiving developmental
instruction and participating in campus life, regardless of
short -term academic achievements, have been sorely over-
looked with regard to long -term effects on consumerism, vot-
ing behavior, self-awareness, and the quality of life in general.
Withdrawal from college during or after a developmental pro-
gram does not necessarily predict continued failure, although,
ideally, all students who are allowed to enter such a program
should be able to meet completion requirements at some
point in time if permitted to pursue completion for as long
as they demonstrate effort and progress.

The retention of students during their enrollment in a
developmental program is also said to be closely associated
with whether the program is fully integrated into the main-
stream of the institution or set apart. Where programs are set
apart, the programs and students often suffer (Davis, Burk.
heimer, and Borders-Patterson 1975).
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Discriminatory resting
In view of the affirmative action stigma placed on develop-
mental programs, it is ironic that, in many instances, the en-
trance exams used by institutions of higher education for pur-
poses of admissions and placement have been alleged to
discriminate against minority groups to the effect that not
only are minority applicants denied regular admissions and
placed in developmental programs, but they are also denied
access to developmental programs in significant numbers.
In addition, the admissions tests that place minority students
into developmental programs and test preparation courses
are alleged to be discriminatory due to the poor preparation
students are given prior to retaking the mandated admissions
test. In many cases, individuals who scored below the mini-
mum requirement level on lustitutional admissions tests and
were allowed to enroll, on a provisional basis, have still failed
to achieve the required minimum score after completing a
four-year degree program and retaking the admissions test,
sometimes repeatedly. Such results are, no doubt, in conflict
with the notion of setting levels of standards for admission
and instruction such that the majority of students who
are permitted to enter can successfully complete the
requirements.

Rd: Requirements
Exit requirements have often been set, arbitrarily, in terms of
time limitations within which students are required to com-
plete a series of courses and/or demonstrate a particular level
of proficiency in a given abject area before they can regis-
ter for regular course offerings within the same subject area.
Quite frequently, substantial numbers of students who are
admitted into developrr ental programs make considerable
progress from term to term or from one course level to the
next, but they are still unable to meet the minimum exit re-
quirements within the predetermined time limitations. This
has been particularly true in instances in which students with
extremely low achievement scores or specific deficiencies
have been enrolled. On the other hand, some developmental
programs conduct courses that are considered more rigorous
than ceNrain core course offerings, which leads to a situation
in which developmental students may have achieved pro-
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ficiency in a given area comparable to the proficiency levels
of students who were marginally accepted under regular ad-
missions criteria, but at the same time, the developmental
students are still unable to perform at the proficiency level
arbitrarily designated for exit criteria.

Proficiency Objectives
Although exit requirements are frequently found to be strin-
gent with regard to expected proficiency levels as well as time
limitations, there is still some question as to whether enough
students who do exit developmental programs are adequately
prepared to succeed beyond the core course level. Where
retention rates indicate that substantial numbers of devel-
opmental students do not complete degree programs, it is
suspected that the emphasis of course content in the devel-
opmental program is based primarily on developing the skills
necessary to meet exit requirementsin essence, merely to
pass exit tests. Starks (1982) indicates that 2 successful pro-
gram should show evidence of helping students to complete
regular course work and, thereby, reduce attrition. Thus, a
critical consideration for developmental programs is whether
enrolled students are trained to develop a capacity for inde
pendent inquiry and problem solving.

IficHstic vs. Shills Approaches
Within some developmental programs there exist conflicting
winions as to whether instruction should evolve from a holis-
tic or a specific skills focuswhether instruction should be
based on the use of whole contexts and global communi-
cation and interpretation or the application of specific- and
isolated skills to materials designed or selected for such .spe-
cilk purposes. In instances in which students with very low
ability levels are involved, the exclusive use of holistic ap-
proaches presents a problem in that these students' progress
remains thwarted by a lack of retnediation in a particular skill
for which pissing the threshold of proficiency is essential
to more global and holistic competencies.

As an example, students who lack total proficiency in the
specific reading skill of phonetic decoding will be at a loss
to decipher certain individual words, let alone draw concla
slats, make inferences, and summarize a whole written pas-
sage. At another level, there are those students who are adept
at drawing conclusions and summarizing information, ex-
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elusively on the basis of given EAU, but who are unable to
make inferences until given specific instruction and practice
in the differences and similarities between conclusions and
inferences and the logic required in deducing new informa-
tion from that which is already presented. The overall goal
of the Rutgers University FSP developmental program is one
of improving the skills deficits of the students that are iden-
tified by their profiles (Marshall 1981). It is stated that the
Rutgers mission is to help students learn, in a concrete man-
ner, how skills acquired in reading, writing, and mathematics
are applied to their regular course work.

Lack of Relativity
This problem is reflected in the curriculum of many devel-
opmental programs in terms of both the lack of itaenelated-
nes.s of content and subject area and the lack of relativity of
cmtent to the backgrounds and imrdediate concerns of stu-
dents. Because most institutions of higher education conduct
developmental programs within the same daily insmactional
time constraints as other course offerings, an automatic lim-
itation is placed on the amount of rernediation that can be
expected to occur in a given span of time 'Mir.. relevance
in the teaching/le arnini process must be optimized in ord.?"
to increase nuxivation and interest in tasks kw which students
may have developed disinterest, may have experienced failure,
or may have assessed as useless pursuits bearing little rele-
vance to real-world and immediate survival concerns. In
many programs the basic skills are taught under the auspices
of separate subject components (English, mathematics, read-
log) with separate curriculum and separate content area mate-
rials. Even in instances in which the focus of one component,
such as wilting, is stressed in the approach to another com
jxxient (reading)--- the materials used and topics covered
are often totally different Moreover, curriculum and materials
are often found to he insensitive to the cultural backgrounds,
interests, StliViVai skills, and other real world demands that
are inherent and necessary to various cultural groups within
the student population. Lipman (1980) argues to this point
as follows:

if the f..ducation process were to he redes*ned . the overall
objective of such a design would he an educationalsystem
of maximum intrinsic value (as contrasted with a system
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whose values are purcify instrumental and extrinsic), max-
union meaningfuhums and rationality, and maximum
methodolcgical unity and consistency . the school must
be defined by the nature of education 1 not education
by the nature of the school any,* :' t helps us dis-
cover meaning in life is educationat an the schools arc
educational only insofar as they do facilitate such discovery
(p.3).

Lack of Acadeink Recognition
Lack of academic recognition is a symptom of the stigma suf
fered by developmental programs in terms of course credit
equivalents and in terms of opposition to the concept of
equity in higher education. At the institutional level, devel-
opmental programs are often denied equal academic recog
nition in that students enrolled in developmental programs
usually receive no college-level credit although they may he
given institutional credit. Thus, faculty and administrators
in other disciplines hesitate to acknowledge any equivalence
in scholarly rank to those faculty in developmental programs
who hold the wine title (e.g., assistant professor). At all levels,
from the highest position of governmental influence to the
single average citizen, on the campus or in the community,
there is often a reluctance to accept the notion of equal edu-
cational opportunity for all individuals, which results in lack
of academic recognition for developmental programs.

The Imminent Ib, azir of Discontinuance
At the same time that the various institutions are attempting
to serve the diversified Ironing needs of increasing numbers
of individuals who do not meet regular admissions criteria
but who wish to pursue the benefits of higher education, M-
ims factions within the public sector have questioned the
efficacy, relevance, feasibility, and academic status of such
programs within their resp ective institutions and among the
larger educational community. In the state of Georgia, for
example, where the Governor's Committee on Postsecondary
Education has recommended the discontinuance of devel-
opmental studies programs as scxm as new secondary and
postsecondary graduation and admissions criteria are met,
there is controversy. It is evident that although the high school
graduating class of 1988 was the first to faze the new admis-
sion and placement criteria of the Southern Association of
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Colleges and Schools, the impact of this new trend on the
need for develmnental programs will be very gradual.

From a discussion of the implications of the new criteria
for developmental studies programs in the University System
of Geotgia (Ervin and Tomlinson 1986), the critical actors
that will uhimately affect developmental programs are teacher
training, legislation for need based funding, and the nature
of assessment and evaluation processes at both the secondary
and poLsecondary levels. These factors will determine if,
when, or how the purpose, content, or scope of the devel-
opmental programs will change. A considerable amount of
time will elapse before significant numbers of teachers and
students will be able to actualize the new criteria. Undoubt-
edly, there will still be the WM, if not greater, numbers of
minority and educationally disadvantaged students who will
not meet the new criteria at the outset.
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PROGRAM EVALUATION

Different methods are used for program evaluation at var-
ious institutions The type of evaluation process that a Mani
attar institution may choose is most likely determined by
the overall profile of the institution. A number of components
that differentiate among programs have been identified (Berl
1987): program objectives, credit and grades, modes of in-
struction, timing and duration of remedial education activities
in a student's college studies, and the status and characteristics
of remedial faculty and staff. Other critical components are
the classification of students, testing and placement, and orga
nization and funding.

Program evaluation provides a monitoring system with
which to assess effectiveness and facilitate improvement; it
is by no means a panacea in terms of serving to ameliorate
all of the many problems that a program may experience.
The ultimate purpose of program evaluation should be to
determine whether the program enables underprepared stu-
dents to acquire skills necessary to complete college (Russ
and Roe 1986). Types of criteria used for evaluation can be
categorized as follows: inputs or efforts (resources), perfor-
mance (results or outcomes), adequacy of performance, effi-
ciency, and process (Bets 1987).

Evaluation data can be obtained through informal prce-
dures as well as formal procedures. Informal methods may
involve student assessments of instructors and counselors
and overall program effectiveness; staff can assess the utility
of various teaching techniques and materials; and regular
faculty can provide feedback on the performance of former
developmental students (Ross and Roe 1986). Formal pnx:e
dunes involve carefully designed, systematically administered
measures that may require the identification of numerous
variables that are monitored, cross-referenced, and stored
for longterm and comparative analyses as well as immediate
feedback. 1.7citial evaluation may k. coordinated by the cam
pus institutional research office or the research component
of the developmental program, or the collection and storage
of data may be a joint effort.

Assessments of Program Evaluation
Assessments of the validity and reliability of developmental
program evaluations over the past three decades prompt some
skepticism as to the accuracy of this research in its efforts to
determine the effectiveness and value of programs. The re,
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search design of studies showing positive results from devel-
opmental programs prior to the 1960s has been criticized as
faulty (Crass 1976).

One pervasive observation of the nature of education dl
evaluation has been that although evaluation of student per-
formance is frequent in all levels of American education, care-
ful appraisal of educational programs has been rare (Wilker-
son 1966).

lack of emphasis on systematic program evaluation is evi-
dent in procedures set forth in the guidelines for prowams
for the "new" student under the Special Services for Disad-
vantaged Students (SSDS), funded by the Office of Education,
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, in institutions
of higher education in the late 1960s and early 1970s. The
36 page application information and program manual for the
SSDS contains one paragraph on evaluation and research,
which (1) prohibits the use of control groups and (2) calls
for the establishment of mechanisms to respond to student
evaluation (US. Department of Health, Education and Wel-
fare 1970). The manual provides no other guidelines for
evaluation. Subsequently, an Office of Education annual evalu-
ation report states that systematic efforts at evaluation of edu-
cational programs had a short history and that those programs,
individually and collectively, had not yet met the objective
of redressing various inequalities (U.S. Department o. Health,
Education and Welfare 1972).

State-supported programs have produced another body
of evaluative data. These programs, accountable to the state
legislature that appropriates funds, have usually incorporated
a research effort. New York, for example, has provided funds
to public and private in state institutions fur financial aid and
supportive services to residents who exhibit potential for
successful completion of an associate or bachelor's degree
(Higher Education Opportunity Program 1970). The eval-
uation of the progress of participating institutions was based
primarily on self-evaluations and on-site visitations. Additional
evaluations by an outside agency delineated the following
for the state legislature: per student state aid allocutions, en-
rollment, student retention rate, and the relationship of re-
tention to various gudent characteristics, such as sex, marital
status, and occupation of Father (Human Affairs ReFearch Cen-
ter 1970). There was no attempt, however, to consider pro-
gram characteristics, such as tutoring, counseling, or the re-
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medial curriculum, as functions of student retention rate.
In numerous instances, program effectiveness has been

based on varying criteria for measuring improvement, rang-
ing from specific skill performance to grade point average,
matriculation, and persistence; applied to a variety of types
of schools, selective and public; within the various regions
of the nation; and among various ethnic groups. The diversity
of variables from program to program confounds systematic
comparative assessments. During the rapid establishment
of record numbers of developmental programs in the late
1960s and early 1970s, however, individual evaluation reports
reflect many positive results as well as some negative or
unchanged performance trends among the populations
assessed

Focus and Findings
of Program Evaluations
Positive results have been documented in evaluations of spe
elk services. Some examples follow: reading instruction by
student tutors and by faculty tutors against a control group
(Yuthas 1971); a preA:ommunity college summer session
for African-American students (Gattman 1967); a summer
program with a reading and study skills emphasis (Kling
1972); a summer orientation for disadvantaged and minority
students at selective colleges (Oskamp, Hodges, Thompson,
and Spuck 1970); assistance from graduate student tutors for
high-risk students in advanced courses (Menges, Max, and
Trumpeter 1972); a reading and writing emphasis with a
reduced kxad at a southern public university (Algier 1972);
studentto-student counseling on study habits and instruction
in tautly skills at a southwestern public university (W. Brown
1971); and individual counseling and instruction at an eastern
IN. bile university (Kaye 1972).

Fewer negative reports are found. Specific services from
which negative results or unchanged performance was docu,
mented include a summer readiness program at a selective
western college (Klingelhofer and lAmgacre 1972); a dual-
function counselor/tutor program for African-American stu
dents at a southern university (Wilson 1970); and a reading
rate and/or study skills program (with varying emphases)
evaluated against a control group (Belcher 1971; DiSalvi 1971).

Comprehensive programs characterized by multidimen-
sional efforts incorporating skills development curriculum,
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tutorial assistance, and academic and nonacademic counseling
have rarely been evaluated systematically. Of those that have
been widely documented, however, most report positive re-
sults (Brody, Harris, and lachica 1968; Bucklin and Bucklin
1971; Tetkm 1970; Urtxm Problem Solving Program 1970;
and Wenrich 1971).

During this period, there was a call for the evaluation of
specific programming efforts in order to isolate those aspects
of developmental education programs that are most effective
in curbing attrition and promoting academic success (Co r-
don 1970; Simmons 1970). The College Discovery and Devel-
opment Program of the City University of New York is one
program that conducted evaluations in accordance with this
objective. Where tutorial assistance was provided by college
students for program participants, a five-pronged evaluation
focused on other similar programs, the tutors, tutees, Leachers,
and parents (Brody, Harris, and Lachica 1968). Russ and Roe
(1986) cite a review of the research (Maxwell 1980) that indi-
cates that many reading improvement programs, particularly
the individualized, counseling-oriented, and voluntary pro-
grams, did produce improved grades, and they refer to an
analysis of 60 evaluative studies of developmental programs
(C. Kulik, J. Kulik, and Schwalh 1983) that found programs
"generally worthwhile." They also refer, however, to the
analysis of two major studies of postsecondary schools (J.
Roueche, Baker, and S. Roueche 1984), which concluded
that few institutions evaluate their developmental programs
adequately.

Evaluation Designs and Implications
The designs of developmental program evaluations have been
reviewed substantially in the literature (Budig 1986; Arlin
and Brown 1981; Ross and Roe 1986; Wright and Cahalan
1985). A comprehensive model or the design ofprogram
evaluation includes preprogram and past-program measures,
a grouping statistic, and some form of control group for com
parisom These basic guidelines allow for pretest measures
in the form of aptitude or achievement test scoms. Pust
program measures should include shortrange measures, such
as final grade or final examination scores, and long range
measures, such as the student's grade in the next course,
grade point average after a specified number of semesters,
credits earned, car persistence in college (Akst and Hecht 1980).
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The evaluation design that is considered to be the most
straightforwardthe single-group pretest/post-program com-
parison has been criticized for a serious limitation (Swig
1986), that is, the design addresses only the remedial pop-
ulation and uses two equivalent forms of the same test for
preprogram and post-program measures. Budig recommends
that this procedure be used only if there is no other alternative
and only if all evaluative biases are controlled for. Because
withholding remedial opportunities from those who need
it (for purposes of gaining a control group) would be con-
sidered unethical, a recommended strategy for bypassing this
problem is to rake as the control group students whose pre
program measures indicate the need for remedial work but
who evade it (Budig 1986).

Four evaluative designs that have been recommended (Akst
and Hecht 1980) are outlined below:

1. The remediate exempted comparison, in which the per-
formance of the exempted population is used as the stan-
dard for assessing the achievement of remediated students.

2. The norm-group comparison, in which the standard is
the performance of a national population.

3. The cross-group comparison, which compares the effec-
tiveness of two different remedial programs, usually at
separate institutions.

4. The historical comparison, which contrasts the effective-
ness of a current program with that of one previously
offered at the same school.

Another popular source of program evaluation information
is the national sample survey, which provides data on how
developmental programs are operating collectively. In one
such survey, respondents evaluated the success or effective
ness of such program aspects as courses, support services,
organization and policy, and outcome for remedial students
(Wright and Cahalan 1985). A scale of I (low) to 5 (high)
was used. Wright and Cahalan found that most respondents
rated their programs moderately high, overall, with a mean
score of 3.8 for many items. What is particularly interesting
is that the highest ratings were given to teacher attitude,
teacher training, and curriculum content and structure, and
the lowest ratings were given to program evaluation, degree
completion rate, and breadth of course offerings. Wright and
Calahan report that 30 percent of the survey ravondents gave
program evaluation a below-average rating.
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A particular weakness found in evaluation processes, as
indicated by the same survey, is the lack of focus on retention
information. Wright and Cahalan found that 63 percent of
colleges repotted that they kept records on the percentage
of total freshmen retained but only 35 percent reported that
they kept separate records on the percentage of remedial
students retained. The survey also indicated that retention
records were more frequently kept by four-year than two-
year schools. (Two-year schools have a larger percentage of
pan-time students, who are difficult to track and whose be-
havioral patterns are difficult to interpret.)

Finally, national survey approaches have also been used
to conduct collective program evaluations on the basis of
special interest foci, such as race. In a comparative study of

TABLE 3

EVALUATION CATEGORIES USED FOR THE
COMPARISION OF PROGRAMS

gestitiationall Chaauctetchdas
type of institution institutional setting
calendar year existence of developmental wading
admissions policy course status
length of operation program description
student pbcement

Enrollment and Retention
institutional enrollment classification of students served
enrollment in program completion rate
strident matriculation

Facuky Status
Faculty rank and tenure staff supervision
staff composition tenure of administrator
instructor evaluation

Program Design
success of program project evaluation
departmental affiliation method of conducting reading

courses
In.struct':usal Delivery

instructional practices
support services

Course Credit
credit hriur.s (Inner!
stiident evaltration

Funding
source of funding

instructor/student ratio

type r if credit

percentage of funding



developmental reading programs in traditionally African
American colleges and universities and their white counter-
parts (Joplin and Brown 1981), the variables of reading
instruction and racial composition of 113 institutions were
the primary factors under consideration. The major areas of
analysis were institutional characteristics, enrollment and
retention, faculty status, program design, instructional delivery,
course credit, and funding. Several institutional characteristics,
enrollment and retention characteristics, and additional areas
of analysis were targeted (see table 3).

A four-stage model for evaluating developmental programs
allows for the use of all of the above-mentioned criteria as
they apply to a particular program and its subjectivity to con-
stant change. In stage one, activities within the developmeatal
program are evaluated (for a sample of how this data might
be collected, see table 4 on the next page). In stage two, the
match between the developmental program and the main-
stream curriculum is evaluated. In stage three, student pro,
gress and faculty, staff, and administrative judgments are used
to reassess the goals of both the developmental program and
the mainstream courses. For example, if there is a significant
difference between the percentage reported fir grades
achieved by regular and developmental students in main-
stream courses, then the point of difference (subject area)
would indicate that aspect of the developmental program
that would deserve closer attention for reevaluation of activ-
ities in stage one. Finally, in stage four, the measures pre-
viously used for evaluation are reconsidered in terms of their
appropriateness for new program goals (C.lowes 1984b).

Despite the available expertise on program evaluation de,
sign for developmental education, the literature, also reflects
the fact that honest effOrts to conduct meaningful evaluations
are still hampered by traditional obstacles that are pervasive
in the educational setting. The difficulties in collecting data,
controlling variables, allocating time for such purposes, and
securing institutional support, among others, are some of
the traditional pitfalls to which the evaluation of develop-
mental programs is subject (Dempsey 1986).
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TABLE 4

MODEL FOR EVALUATING
DEVELOPMENTAL PROGRAMS

Stage One Performance of Students in
Degelopmentd Studies Comes

Glade Distribudon Mean Number Number Percent
Quarter A ECDF I Grade Engulled Exit Exit
Summer
English

Mathematics
Reading

Fall

English
Mathematics
Reading

Winter
English

Mathematics
Reading

Spring
English
Mathematks
Reading

Stage Two: A Comparison of Performance in Selected Core
Curriculum COMM Degelotanestal Stinnes Studenb and

Regularly Enrolled Stuolenb

Grade of D Grade of C or
Selected Total liniment of Seem Beier
Cote kph* Dewelopmettial Depitely Develornentd Verb* Developatents1
Cwrialkna Enrolkd Stndies Barad Studio Enrolled Studies
Courses Ste:lents Students Nakao Students Students Students

Eng 101
Eng 102
Math 1 00
Sus 105
Psy 101
Pol 101
His 251
His 252
tips 108
E1 102
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CHANGES IN EDUCATION AND THE
CHALLEIGE TO DEVELOPMENTAL CURRICULUM

Throughout this century, instructional theories on what should
be taught, how it should be taught, and the extent to which
in.struction can be marvred by various individuals or popula-
tions have been Ixised largely on concepts of the measure-
ment of intelligence. A standardized procedure for the mea-
surement of intelligence, the Stanford Binet Intelligence
Quotient, still in use, was initially developed in the early
1900s. Since then, psychomeuicians and other psychological
theorists have explored the measurement of intelligence,
refuted the concept of measuring intelligence by claiming
that mental processes could not be observed or measured
accurately, suggested that intelligence is hereditary, and more
recently, turned to the inclusion of environment, experience,
and the use of information processes as factors in the mea-
surement of intelligence (Sternberg 1977).

During the 1980s many changes in educational programs
have been planned. There have been new commitments to
excellence, new criteria for accreditation, and new philiaso-
phies of instructional practice. Although new courses have
been charted, there is still skepticism about goals and inter
Lions with regard to compensatory education. Some of the
most promising directions for curriculum have been deli.
neated in Stemberg's (1984) program for training intelligence,
Feuerstein's (1980) progra1 of instrumental enrichment, and
Lipman's (1980) program of philosophy in the clas.snx)m.
Lipman has made valuable criticisms of remedial programs,
and he warns that much restructuring will be necessary:

Over and wer again, ue have recourse m remediation
rather than to redesign . . the fundamental source of
the system's failure to divribute education effectively . . .

remains unexamineg and the increasingly vast sums are
poured into efforts to compensate for the inefficiency of
the compensatory efforts . . We [Amid assuming that
the only way to make compensatory education work is not
to ajproach it as a . . . compensatory device, but to design
it so as to promise educational excellence for all yining peo-
Pk' (pp. 3-5).

As a preface to CrasN's (1981) discussion of adults as
learners, the Commission on Non-traditional Study made the
following statement:

Mainly
*wag*
decades of knv
cipectationsforte
of citizens,
we bave
perintuated
unnecessalty
acadendc
failure
tbrontp
seiNsigainig
PrqthecY-
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Mast of us agreed that non-traditional still,. is more an
attitude than a system and lbw can nemr be defined erupt
tangentially. This attitude puts the student first and the
insiitution senora concentrates more on the former's need
than the kilter's convenience, encourages diversity of indi-
vidual rather than uniform prescription) and deempbasizes
time, space, and even cov- e requirements in favor of com-
petence an where applicable, performance. It has concern
for the karner cif any age and circumstance, for the degree
aspirant as well as the person who finds sufficient reward
in enriching life through constan4 periodic, or occasional
study (p. xv).

Again, as in Upman's statement, it would seem that there is
no effective strategy for compensatory or nontraditional edu
cation that woukl not be an effective strategy or consideration
fur all education.

Ideally, we should be able to speak of education, rather
than education, compensatory education, and nontraditional
education. Where nontraditional education will more easily
take its place within the concept of what an education ought
to he, there will still be the need for a greater effort to waive
the place of compensatory /remedial programs in the realm
of education. Mainly through decades of low expectations
far masses of citizens, we have perpetuated unnecessary aca-
demic failure through self-fulfilling prophecy. Consequently,
compensatory programs of the remedial nature will still he
necesswy for large numbers of individuals for quite some
time to come.

To date, psychometric, Piagetian, and cognitive models
have been primarily influential in the implementation of
instructional programs. As a result of the adoption ofpsy-
chometric models, students' intelligence, capabilities, and
deficits have been measured. analyzed, and approached on
the basis of scores in response to performance of a series
of tasks, for which subscores have often been averaged. This
approach has often obscured the precise characteristics of
an individual's strengths and weaknesses. In keeping with
Piagetian models, students have often been taught or in
structed on the basis of sequences of information, concepts,
or tasks in accordance with a predetermined hierarchy ofcog-
nitive and psychomotor development. Cognition has received
much attention in the past in terms of Piaget's stages of devel-



cement and, more recently, through the concept of meta
cognitionan individual's understanding of an ability to mon
itor his own actions (A. Brown 1978; Flavell 1976).

In the 1980s, educational theorists and practitioners have
come to recognize the nezd for intervention programs to train
students in the development of intellectual skills (Stemberg
1983). This need is justified by the fact that there has been
a marked decline in the intellectual skills of our youth, most
visibly demonstrated by SAT test scores. According to Stem.
berg, however, "college professors don't need SAT scores

they can see it in the poorer class performance, and par-
ticularly in the poorer reading and writing of their students"
(p. 18). Many significant works have been written on meth
odology for classroom instruction in the basic skills areas,
most notably works such as Huey's (1969) The Psythoiggy
and Pedagogy of Reading first published in the early 1900s,
Pauk's (1962) How to Study in Colkwe, Bloom's (1956) tax-
onomy of the levels of questioning for classroom instruction,
and Whimbey and Lockhcad's (1983) Analytiad Reading and
Reasoning now in its fourth edition. These approaches to
instructional methodology, however, predate the more re
cently developed theories of training that address the corn
ponent processes that make up intelligence (Steinberg 1971).

Emerging philosophies of education involve theories that
address the student's intelligence, skill development, problem
solving, and critical thought from new perspectives of cog
nitive processes. Sternberg, Feuerstcin, and Upman have been
the major proponents of these new perspectives of cognitive
processes and cognitive development in terms of bum' train-
ing programs. Each of these theorist. acknowledges the appli-
cability of previous models but also criticizes their limitations
as they pertain to prediction, diagnosis, and instruction. Psy
chometric models have been most severely criticized.

These three recent pioneers in the development of pro
grams for training intelligence have made significant con-
tributions based on the premises that (1) intelligence can
be taught, (2) the majority of school children are not being
exposed to process training, and (3) standard curricula should
be supplemented with training in intellectual skills (Steinberg
1983). Their work has been selected for further discussion
here because of the types of populations they have used fear
the development of their programs and because of the
reported success of their programs. Steinberg, a noted Yale
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scholar and authority on intelligence, has designed a training
program that is based on a theory that has been subjected
to extensive empirical testing; covers a wide range of intel
lectual skills, both practical and academic, synthetic as well
as analytic; and is relevant to secondary and college-level
instruction. In a thorough review of Feuerstein and Lipman's
programs, !Weinberg (1983) has presented comparative anal-
yses of the strengths and weaknesses of their applications.

Feuenitein's training program is assessed as appropriate
for children in the upper grades of elementary school to early
high school; for a wide range of ability levels, from retarded
to above average; and for a wide range of socioeconomic
groups. Moreover, the pngram appears to be effective in rais-
ing intrinsic motivation, self-esteem, and scores on ability
tests (Sternberg 1983).

Lipman's program attends to many of the same skills as
Feuerstein's program, but by means of a very different ap-
proach. The program is assessed as most appropriate for upper
elementary schoolchildren, and the content of the materials
is found to be highly motivational, effective in raising the
level of the student's thinking skills, and applicable to the
content areas such that durability and transfer of learning
are facilitated (Sternberg 1983).

Stembeig notes that the limitations of his program are its
lack of material on deductive thinking or traditional logic
and its lesser focus on the contextual aspect of intelligence.
Ile finds the limitations of Feuerstein's program to he in its
breadth of skills and low potential for germ-Arability; Lip-
man's program limitations are said to be that students with
low to average intellectual capacity might not he able to man-
age the reading and reasoning levels and that lower class stn
dents may not relate to the characters in the program's stories.
What is most important, however, is that, given the positive
merits of each program, the variance in applicable age ranges,
ability levels, or background provides for adaptability to the
new diversity in freshman populations of college-level devel-
opmental programs.

Although the theoretical perspectives are applicable to
teaching/learning at all levels in all educational settings, they
shoukl be particularly useful to developmental studies pro
grams if such programs seek to adopt the most exemplary
approaches to instruction that arc available.



Sternberg: Training Intelligence
Sternberg (1984) examines psychometric models in relation
to prediction, diagnosis, and training. He recognizes the utility
of psychometrics for predicting future success in a particular
educational program or work setting. He views the psycho
metric model as derived from a set of underlying sources of
individual differences, called factors, such as verbal compre-
hension, verbal fluency, number, spatial vistialiration, rea-
soning, memory, and perceptual speed. He considers factor
analysis useful for diagnosing individual strengths and weak
nesss, but not as useful for prediction, because the factors
only suggest broad abilities in which training is necessary.

As for training in intelligence performance, Sternberg indi-
cates that the factors are of minimal usefulness. He explains
that, for example, factors do not indicate in what specific as-
pects of vertu] comprehension a student needs training if
a verbal comprehension score is too low. He also cautions
that when information is obtained about specific factors on
a single test, training based on such factors may not be g
alizable to other tests or tasks. Essentially, Sternberg refutes
the utility of the psychometric model in generating uccessful
training programs because its strengths are not necessarily con
ducive to such purposes. His criticism of the psychometric
model is based on a belief that a theory for training must spec-

ify the following:

competent puxesses used in performance of tasks wil;ch
it applies,
strategies into which these component proves.ses
combine,

internal representations on which these comp went grate

gies act,
executive processes that control the selection of corm

potent pro xes.ses of perfimance, and
how these elements combine to interact with different
global paaerns of ability to produce ,;:sious levels of sue
cessful performance.

Psychometric models usually do not specify these elements.
A most important aspect of Stemberg's theory is his con

ceptualization of the nature of intelligence in terms of its basic
construct, which he explains as follows:
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The basic construct is the component. A component A an
elementray infmnation process thatoperatcs upon internal
representations of objects or symbots. Components can be
clawfied on the basis of their funolons into five different
kincks: metacomponents performance components acqui-
sition components, retention components and transfer
components . . . There can be no doubt that the major vari-
able in the devektnnent of the intefiect is the metacompo-
nential one. All feedback is filtered through these elements,
and if tbey do not perform their function well, then it won't
matter very much :viva the other kinds- of components can
do (p. 28).

Intelligc nee, as explained by Steinberg, is based on the
operation of the five components, all interacting primarily
through the metacomponential functions to provide the basis
for intellectual development throughout the life span. Meta-
cognitionundemanding how a process worts and being
able to monitor the processis widely identified as the basis
fax effective learning, which is undeveloped in the unsuccess-
ful student. The teaching of studystrategies is frequently
guided by this concept.

Feuerstein: Instntmentsi Enrichment
Feuer Lein (1980) has also criticized the use of psychmetric
models in terms of prediction, diagnosis, and instruction.
Ills critique is based on four points: the structure of tests,
the exam situation, the orientation of tests, and the interpre-
tation of results. According to Feuenaein, tests usually are
not constructed as if to be used in a teaching process that
would facilitate the evaluation of the effect of teaching on
the capacity of the student in new situations. lie describes
the exam situation as one in which the interaction is forced,
unnatural, nonconducive to learning or performance, and
one in which the examiner usually does not act in ways that
would develop latent potential in the examinee. The orien-
tation of tests is described as one that emphasizes the pro-
d acts of performance rather than the processes that give rise
to the products. Feuerstdn aim) indicates that the psycho-
metric model induces damaging motivational states in indi-
viduals ( even more so in retarded individuals), which leads
to a depression of test performance. Finally, he concludes
that the interpretation of test results places an emphasis on
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aggregates of pe formance Wu, when in fact peak scores
should be used as an indication of the cognitive potential
of the examinee, rather than viewed as ermr of measurement.

In comparing his own training program to Feuerstein's,
Sternberg (1984) indicates that Feuerstein's (1980) program
of instrumental enrichment stems from a theory that

implies .1 broader base for training, including training
of more effective and motivational elements;
seems to assume some particular deficient functions
that characterize the cognitive structure of the deprived
individual;
emphasizes process more than content;
emphasizes tasks rather than components of the tasks;
seeks to train potentially deficient cognitive operations
indirectly; and
emphasizes fluid and visual abilities (spatial, form per
ception, etc.).

Psychometric models have done little to approach instruction
in these specific ways.

According to Sternberg, Feuerstein's conceptualization of
the nature of intelligence stems from a theory that has three
bask parts:

A list of potentially deficient cognitive functions organized
around phases of input, elaboration, and ouput; a aw-
nftive map that can be used to analyze tasks in terms of
seven dimensions of analyis; and a theory of development
that sirezes the role of mediated lapwing everience in
the development of intelligence (p. 22).

Feuerstein's theory of the development of intelligence is said
to be based primarily on the concept of mediated learning
experience, wherein the development of cognitive structure
in an organism can be viewed as a product of two modalities
of interaction between the organism and its environment:
direct exposure to stimuli and mediated learning. (The former
is a much needed intervention for the experientially deficient
student, and the latter is inherent to the context of develop-
mental instruction.)

Lipman: Philosophy in the Classroom
Although Lipman (1980) does not address the Luse of psy-
chometric models of prediction, diAgnusis, and instruction
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directly, his opposition to psychometric approaches is evident
in his discussion of reading:

R e a d i n g is . . the focus of much attention . . Critics accuse
the schools of not teaching read°71g well and many schools
respond by paying greater . . attention to reading . . . at
the expense of other educational objectives . increasingly
the mess is on reading while the thinkingprocoses it was
supposed to build are neglected . . . It may seem strange
that we urge the teaching of reasoning to improve children's
reading and that . . . reading be seen in turn as a means
to hep children think, rather than as an end in WI .

instruction in the procedum of reasoning can be hepful
in developing . . . thinking (p. 19).

It is also apparent that Lipman does not adhere to the
notion of developmental stages, which are characteristic of
Piagetian models. He explains his training apprcrach as
follows:

Unlike "atomistic teaching" which introduces a segment
of knowkilg4 drills for it until it is mastered by the student4
and then moves on to something new this "organic"
afproach to teaching touches lightly on philosophical con-
cepts in the beginning and then slowly builds a derper
understanding of the same concepts as they relate to recur-
rent motifs (p. 82).

In his discussion of the improvement of moral judgment,
Lipman states that 'The net pedagogical effect of stage theory
is to confuse and misguide teachers rather than illuminate
them as to the proper role they may assume in moral guid-
ance of their students" (p. 184).

A general amceptualination of the nature of intelligence
is offered by Lipman from the perspective of thinking skills
and their relationship to basic skills. He describes the thinking
prOCeSS as a "vast and intricate family of activities," which
include mathematical, historical, practical, and poetical think-
ing, as well as the kinds of thinking one does during such
activities as reading, writing, dancing, playing, and speaking.
According to Lipman,

Reading and mathematics are sometimes called the "basic
skills" because they are said to be able to urdode and to
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reinforce other cognitive skilb. But reading and ,natbe
'ratio are simply tux) expressions of cognuive procmIng;
performance in thca. areas can be no better than the think-
ing skis that underlie them. From an educational point
of view the improvement of thinking skills is of crucial and
foundational importance (p. 16).

Theoretical Bases Compared
In a discussion of Feuerstein's instrumental and Stemberg's
componential approaches to the training of intelligence, Stem
berg (1984) analyzes the differences and similarities of the
underlying theoretical bases. He indicates that they both
emphasize information processing and the training of intel-
ligent thinking and behavior and that they both perceive intel-
ligence as a dynamic entity, unlike the static factorial (psy-
chometric) model, which cannot capture all that intelligence
is about. Sternberg, however, sees Feuerstein's construct as
having too many discrete pans, which he says overlap and
interact to proms informatim. Feuerstein's theory of intel-
ligence is said to be componential, while Stemberg's theory
is based on the concept of metacomponential performance.

The more specific comparisons made by Sternberg indicate
that he perceives his taxonomy as tighter, more succinct. He
characterizes Feuerstein's components as representing a broad
range of functions, while he considers his metacomponential
structure to be one that classifies processes according to the
functions they serve. Sternberg acknowledges Feuerstein's
use of noncognitive elements, such as motivation, while he
uses none. Thus, the theories have different implications for
the kinds of training that should be used to enhance intel-
ligence performance.

Sterd.;erg (19S4) perecives his theory as one that implies
detailed process training with emphasis on transferability of
the process trained, such as the crystallized ability to derive
meanings of words from contexts. Transferability of Feuer-
stein's training has been more widely questioned in terms
of the relativity of his visual/spatial symbol tasks to such areas
as reading comprehension and oral and written expression,
akhough both theories show concern for generalizability as
well as durability by building in assessments for these con-
siderations. Finally, Sternberg indicates that group implemen-
tation of both training programs would result in the lass of
necessary individualization. Thus, both programs would be
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more suitable for a one on-one context in the developmental
laboratory setting.

In another discussion of understanding and increasing intel-
ligence, Sternberg (1984) compares Feuerstein's instrumental
approach to Lipman's philosophical approach. He indicates
that whereas Feuerstein's program minimizes the need for
a knowledge base (experiential background), the philosoph-
ical approach draws greatly on the need for a knowledge base.
Whereas Feuerstein's training approach minimizes the verbal
load in problem solving, Lipman's approach relies on a heavy
verbal load because the philosophical program emphasizes
class disc ion. (It would seem that Lipman's verbal ap-
proach would have more transferability than Feuerstein's
visual/spatial approach.) Finally, whereas Feuerstein's instru-
mental approach N considered more appropriate for indi-
viduals with low-level abilities, Lipman's philosophical ap-
proach is said to be more appropriate for those with higher
levels of abilities.

Sternberg, Feuerstein, and Lipman, proponents of three
different approaches to the development of intelligence, each
advocate a theory and/or program of training that has been
widely implemented and indicative of success irt .nrying as
pests verbal comprehensicar, vistr.d/spatial p, -)blem solving,
and the logic of discussion. It would seem that vi,lere these
models do not overlap but do yield success in response to
their specifi: focus, the most timely instructional programs
would seek to adapt the most p skive elements from each
and utilize them when deemed .specifically appropriate for
the particular student.

Relativity of Current Theory
to Developmental Studies
Developmental programs need to deliver instruction of the
utmost integrity in terms of purpose, content, and scope. Such
programs should provide developmental/remedial instruction
to all individuals seeking postsecondary education who dem-
onstrate interest, effort, and persistence in pursuing further
education and who are in need of improvement in any of the
basic skills areas. This instruction should seek to develop
undeveloped abilities, remediate difficulties in the individual's
learning proce&ses, and assist students in replacing poor study
habits with effective study habits. Such programs should also
embody a content that will optimize the learning experience
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for the student by using methods and materials that challenge
and provoke curiosity and are also in congruence with the
student's general ability level, specific strengths and weak-
nesses, and the Fantle-War sociocultural identity.

Finally, the scope of such programs should include all as-
pects of instruction that contribute to successful study at the
college level. Emphasis should be placed not only on the
fundamentals of the basic skills areas, but also on a diverse
spectrum of information, including that which is classic, con-
temporary, and futuristic. Students shouid be taught not only
to understand and remember information, but also to ques-
tion and criticize that which is stated and to infer and generate
new intimation.

Ideally, developmental programs would offer instruction
that incorporates aspects of Stemberg's approach to vocabu-
lary and comprehension development, Fetters. tein's approach
to visual/spatial problem solving, and Lipman's approach to
philosophical thought and discussion as an underlying frame-
work for the enhancement of intelligence.

If we are concerned about the long-term success of students
who progress through developmental studies and, subse
quently, regular course offerings, then we must deliver the
caliber of instruction, and allow the student the length of rime,
necessary to achieve a proficiency level beyond that required
at the core course level. Indeed, students who initially enroll
in developmental courses for the improvement of basic skills
are, ultimately, in need of instruction that will develop their
ability to engage in critical thinking and creative problem
solving that can carry them beyond the basic skills exams
and beyond core course levels.

Developmental students may also be in need of what Stern-
berg (1984) refers to as practical competencestrategies for
successful interaction in the teaching/learning arena, such
as appropriate turn-taking during class discussion or the ap-
propriate prioritization of various assignments ways in
which the individual can successfully manipulate his or her
abilities or demonstrate talents in order to attain further de.
velopment.

If we seek to address the whole student, the programs
should be both interdisciplinary, exemplifying the relativity
of the basic skills areas to each other, and intercontextual,
as conceptualized in Stembe-rg's "uiarchic theory of intel
ligence," which refers to the internal underlying cognitive
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mechanisms, the external environmental aspects, and the
experiential backgrounds of the individual. More succinctly,
according to Sternberg (1984),

Before any proram is adapted in a school curriculum, it
should meet a set of basic prerequisite4 such as: a) sound
psychological and education foundations; b) sociocultural
appropriateness; c) responsiveness to motivational as well
as cognitive needs and d) the existence of links between
the training and tad -war l behavioral requirements (p. 11).

In keeping with the parameters of teaching and learning
that are embodied in the efforts of Sternberg, Feuerstein, and
Lipman, developmental programs should also strive to deliver
the type of instruction that encompasses topics related to the
services that many auxiliary intervention programs usually
aim to address. While emphasizing the improvement of intel-
ligence through practice in the areas of verbal comprehension,
visual/spatial relationships, and philosophical thought, devel-
opmental programs would do much to optimize the effec-
tiveness and value of curriculum and instruction by incor-
porating content directed toward student needs in the areas
of personal health, self awareness, interpersonal relations,
career development, personal finance, and consumerism.

Individuals are better able to optimize their capabilities
when they feel they can exert control over themselves and
their environment Programs of holiest intent and integrity
can afford to make a sincere effort to imbue students with
a sense of self worth and integrity by acknowledging their
cultures, philosophies, and milieus in all that the curriculum
imparts. Students need to perceive in their education some
of the best of that which is characteristic of themselves so
that they can perceive themselves as having a positive place
in the world, for which the educational system professes to
prepare its student body.
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POLICY AND POSSIBILITIES FOR
FUTURE DEVELOPMENTAL PROGRAMS

The 19808 have been a period of great change in our edu-
cational outlook. long-standing policies have been revamped
and educational reform has been considered from many per-
spectives. New precollege curriculum requirements and new
admissions and placement standards will be the primary fac-
tors that influence the administration of developmental pro-
grams. Public policy and its capacity to address the role of
instituticas of higher education, new trends in college cur-
riculum, and the preparation of teachers and administrators
will also have significant impact on the future directions of
postsecondary developmental programs. Trends in the tran-
sition of students from high school to college will be a critical
influence on program implementation.

A variety of new directions in public policy have been sug-
gested for the provision of remediation by all educational
segments. In California, for example, four actions pertaining
to the remedial education of skill-deficient adults have been
proposed to the Board of Governors of the California Com-
munity College. The intent of the proposal is to generate
cohesion in remediation policy. Its components are as follows
(Farland 1985):

1. That the Board of Governors approve a definition of reme
diation that identifies purposes and course levels and
endorse modification of course classifications to create
consistency with the definition.

2. That the board direct staff to develop guidelines for deter-
mining which levels of instruction in English as a second
language are equivalent to standards applied in English
for remedial instruction.

3. That the Board should continue to seek legislation to
authorize the implementation, funding, and evaluation
of matriculation.

4 That areas are identified in which there will be a major
initiative for establishing public policy for the provision
of remedial insductkot and services.

Additional emphasis has also been placed on the role of the
board in policyrnaldng which would eliminate the awarding
of degree credit for remedial courses and give priority in
matriculation funding to colleges that agree to participate
in a state evaluation of remedial instruction. Consideration
is also given to monitoring the improvement of high school
preparation, interfacing with state universities, and delineating
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responsibility with the adult schools.
Focal points in policymaking should be influenced, to some

octent, by the concerns expressed by developmental educa-
tors. Recent survey research indicates that faculty and admin-
istrators within institutions strongly identify with many con-
cerns about developmental programs that would first appear
to he external concerns. Although financial concerns and con-
cerns for program quality, overall curricular integrity, and
proper evaluation criteria represent policy issues for state
agencies and the governing boards of public and private insti-
tutions, faculty and administrators also invest great interest
in these areas (Cloves 1984a).

The Role of the State in Policy
it is essential that sound policies pertaining to developmental
education he established at the state level, the predominant
source from which a majority of postsecondary developmental
programs receive financial support and governance. The fol-
lowing recommendations on the nie of state governments
in related policymaking have been selected from the literature
because they seem the most timely, most aggressive, or most
responsive to the future:

States should facilitate the concept that the interdepend-
ence of all levels of education is critical and thus "-;eek
to build an organizational and operational infrastructure
that fosters cooperation, mutual respect, and creative
interaction among educators and administrators through-
out the system" (American Council on Education/Edu-
cation Commission of the States 1988, p. 29).
States should hold doctoral-granting and research insti-
tutions, including flagship universities, as equally respon-
sible for strengthened developmental programs because
"these institutions have sizeable enrollments and, al-
though their percentages may be lower, the number of
students affected could be higher than in many other
gate institutions of higher education" (Abraham 1988,
p. 4).
States should require that mandated statewide assessment
and placement programs be established and be the same
across all public institutions of higher education (Abra-
ham 1988).
Suites should authorize funding for developmental pro-
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grams that will "at least be at a level commensurate with
lower-division non-remedial courses and students" be-
cause such programs "can require comparatively greater
efforts and costs" (Abraham 1988, p. 6).
States should facilitate the implementation of interactive
programs for high schools, two-year colleges, and four-
year colleges, such as the Bridge Program model (Rich-
ards and Poster 1989), to bolster the success of high
school graduates at risk
gates should consider the establishment of relationships
with private industry and other businesses that may bol-
ster funding of developmental programs by enrolling
their employees in need of developmental instruction
(Malloy, Bullock, and Madden, 1987). At a time when
college enrollments are decreasing in many systems, cor-
porations may compete for prospective students by offer-
ing training and jobs simultaneously. Since technological
and demographic change have resulted in fewer prepared
individuals, corporations will assume the responsibility
of training many workers that they cannot afford to wait
for while they progress through traditional institutions
of higher education (Nash and Hawthorne 1987).
States should consider the establishment of links among
postsecondary institutions, developmental programs,
and other institutions (e.g., community centers, adult
centers, and religious gimps) in order to administer
communication/literacy education more widely
(Mallery, Bullock, and Madden 1987).
States should support their institutions' developmental
programs in the creation of courses for preparation in
degree and technical areas in order to meet the needs
of employed and nonemployed individuals in the non-
traditional age rangethis would help to reverse de-
dining enrollment (Malloy, Bullock, and Madden 1987).
States should set standards for the involvement of support
services personnel in state and institutional decisions
concerning admissions standards, assessment, and place.
ment and in general policies related to academic assis-
tance (Illinois Association for Personalized Learning Pro
grams 1985).
States should set standards that support communication
and cooperation between vocational and developmental
staff in their provision of services that develop the stu-
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dents' job skills at the community-college level (Egbert
1985).

Since state interest in higher education will continue to
shape the future context of Independent higher education
(Patillo and Redmon 1988), state government may also be
instrumental in Influencing policy of the independent insti-
tutions in response to the underprepared student. Possible
actions taken by private institutions may include the
following:

restating the policy and philosophy undergirding admis-
sions practices,
challenging regional and national traditions in admissions,
working with public and private schools and state systems
to redefine the standards for moving from high school
to college, and
assisting high schools with efforts to prepare students
for college-level work (Patillo and Redmon 1988, p. 4).

Despite the fact that public policy will inevitably affect
developmental programs through the processes of top-level
governing boards in ways perceived as both Ewell-4111e and
unfiworable, Institutions and programs in some systems find
satisfaction in the separation of policy and procedure. To the
extent that procedures can now be changed in a program
without necessarily requiring a change in policy, as was pre-
viously the case in many systems, the concept of policy is
less of a deterrent to the flow of program administration and
more of a resource for structure. Policy may make clear the
need for meeting certain goals and objectives or satisfying
certain requirements within set parameters. The institution
or program may then decide to ensure its compliance by
adapting procedures, such as involvi the registrar's office
in recordkeeping for the developmental department or creat-
ing a system of due process for developmental students, at
its discretion. Thus, a balance between external policy and
internal procedure can be achieved, hopefully to the ultimate
benefit of those being served.

Although historical trends indicate that complete elimi-
nation of the problem of underprepared students is impos-
sible, popular opinion does recognize the possibility of min-
imizing the extent of the problem. Concerned educators and
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administrators are advised to consider more rigorous high
school curricula to reduce the number of underprepared stu-
dents, better communication between high schools and col
leges to aid students' transitions, and more carefully imple-
mented remedial and developmental programs to increase
the success rate of high-risk students (Ross and Roe 1986).
In effo rts to achieve a balance between equity and excelltmce,
proponents suggest that major changes in faculty-ltrad for-
mulas and credit-hour funding would also do much to ensure
equal access and quality (Cross 1983). The viability of a devel-
opmental studies program that is integrated into the total cur-
riculum of the institution and that assists in integrating its
students into the mainstream of its student population has
been considered as another response to the pressures created
by the equal accemiacademic standards dilemma (Clowes
and Creamer 1979).

At the instructional level, trends and pressures also indicate
the need for change. Developmental educators need to build
on their flexibility and adaptability and to strive for profes-
sionalism. The needs of the nontraditional student should
be given priority regarding program focus because program
success is contingent on the effectiveness and efficiency of
the progtam's effort to address those needs. Attention to pro-
fessionalism is af.a.) critical because the important of devel-
opmental proirams is frequently minimized in comparisons
with other amdemic programs. Professionalism will enhance
the atodemi achievements of students and dispel mis-
conceptions.

Training for
Adminfarnstoss and Faculty
Improvements in the professionalism of teachers and admin
istrators of developmental programs will be given additional
momentum by new developments in graduate training. Sev
eral doctoral programs in developmental education are now
offered at various institutions across the nai;cr... Most recently,
attention has been directed to the c-xpansion and refinement
of these doctoral programs in terms of focus. Great emphasis
has been placed on the need for stronger management train,
ing for individuals who will direct developmental and learning
assistance programs (Keimig 1983; Maxwell 1910;3. Roueche
and Baker 1986). A 1981 survey of learning assistance program
staff members, for example, indicates that one of the top three
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training priorities for such personnel was management devel-
opment (Boylan 1981). In a statement issued by the National
Council of Educational Opportunity Associations, the need
for further development of management skills for those who
direct programs for disadvantaged students was again recog-
nized as a critical priority in higher education (Mitchem
1%6).

More specifically, there has been recognition of a need
for more training in the administration of developmental pro-
grams. Until very recently, only two institutions in the nation
had established such graduate -level trainingAppalachian
State University in Boone, North Carolina, and Murray State
University in Kentucky. Yet at the same time, over 40,000 peo-
ple were involved in developmental education and learning
assistance programs serving approximately 3 million students
across the United States (Boylan 1985).

Recently, Grambling State University submitted a proposal
for a doctor of education degree in developmental education,
which included the following specifications: curriculum and
instruction, student development and personnel services,
instructional design and technology, and higher education
administration. The Board of Regents of Louisiana approved
the first three areas of specialization in 1986 but rejected the
specialization in administration because of low interest and
insufficient faculty available to instruct in this area Since then,
the decision on an administrative specialization has been re-
versed. Due to substantial numbers of applicants expressing
interest in the administrative focus, an increase of faculty with
expertise in the administration of developmental programs,
and communication from college systems indicating interest
in enrolling their middle-management personnel in the doc-
toral program if a degree track in administration became avail-
able, the proposal for an administrative specialization was
finally accepted.

The expansion and refinement of related graduate programs
are also exemplified by Grambling's recent establishment
of a visiting scholar's program designed to bring some of the
nation's leading researchers and practitioners in develop-
mental education to teach in their doctoral program, and by
the establishment of a research- in residence program to bring
additional individuals involved in developmental education
research to the campus to use research facilities and interact
with Faculty and students. Gramhling has recently set up a
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special arrangement with Hunter College of the City University
of New York whereby Hunter will allow faculty meinbers time
off to meet the residency and other requirements of the doe-
tonal degree. Over a three-year period, 30 Hunter faculty mem-
bets will participate in the degree program. Similar arrange-
ments are also being negotiated with other universities (joiner
1988).

The effects of improved teacher and administrator profes-
sionalism that should be generated within developmental
programs as a result of renewed policy, planning, and imple-
mentation strategies should become evident gradually. The
preparedness of educators and administrators of develop-
mental education can be continuously measured, to some
extent, by the effectiveness of programs. Ultimately, however,
program trends will still be affected largely by the nature and
changes of student populations. Student preparedness, as
measured in terms of transitions from high school to college,
will remain a primary factor in determining the future direc-
tions of pastsecondary developmental programs.

The Prospective Developmental
Stmlent Poptdation
Data on the percentage of freshman enrolled in remedial sub-
jects, recently included in Indicators of Educational Status
and Trends (U.S. Department of Education 1985), indicate
the importance of monitoring change in this profile and the
need to determine the reasons for any change as a function
of the percentage of high school graduates attending college,
the adequacy of high school preparation, student aptitude,
student choke of college, college entrance standards, the
rigor of entrylevel courses, and the availability of remedial
courses (Wright and Cahalan 1985). More research will also
be needed to delineate the types of students who enter devel-
opmental courses and the curriculum and instructional modes
best suited to different groups of students, as well as the suc
cess rate of developmental saidents in degree programs ( Mor-
gan 1988).

A report of the Commission on Minority Participation in
Education and the American Life, entitled One Third of a
Nation, predicts that "between 1985 and 2000, minority
workers will make up one-third of the net additions to the
U.S. labor firm" and that "by the year 2000, almost 42 percent
of all public school students will be minority children or other
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children in poverty" (American Council on Education/
Education Commission of the States l988, p. 2). Perhaps these
projections hold implications for an even greater increase
in the diversity of the prospective developmental student pop-
ulation (the projected one-third minority is said to consist
mainly of African Americans, Hispanics, and Native Ameri-
cans). That population will consist of many nonminotity indi-
viduals, however, as evidenced in economic forecasts of the
state of the nation. In an exhaustive analysis of the economic
perlimmance of our country during the 1980s, Peterson (1987,
p. ({)) reemphasizes a conclusion of the 1983 National Com-
mission on Excellency in Education: "for the first time in the
history of our country, the educational skills for one gener-
ation will not surpass, will not equal, will not even approach,
those of their parents." No doubt this statement holds impli-
cations for nonminorities because, to date, minority youths
continue to exceed their parents' educational achievement
levels for the aggregate (see also section 2).

1 some systems, future changes in the profile of the devel-
opmental student population will, no doubt, be a function
of recent changes in policy related to efforts to improve qual-
ity. In some cases, the upgrading of college-level work will
affect the number of students enrolling in developmental
programs. The recent requirement of higher SAT scores to
avoid developmental courses will also affect the profile. In
the University System of Georgia, for example, lower-division
math courses outside of the COW curriculum have been
upgraded, required SAT scores have been raised, and the long.
used Basic Skills Exam has been replaced by the new College
Placement Exam, which has higher minimum standards--
all expected to lead to an increase in the enrollment of devel-
opmental students. These policy changes have been gener-
ated, in part, by the Quality Basic Education (QBE) Act for
educational reform, which was initiated in 1983 and has not
yet been fully implemented. The first high school students
required to meet the QBE requirements will graduate in 1989.
They will then be faced with new college admission and
placement standards, which will inevitably create new profiles
in the developmental program population.

Ironically, although institutions of higher education whose
primary mission is msearch, or a combination of research
and teaching, are most likely to be opposed to the existence
or expansion of developmental proms on their campuses,
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the recent declines in student enrollment and the raising of
admissions standards will probably create the need for these
same institutions to establish, expand, or improve develop-
mental programs. With their low priority on teaching, these
institutions tend to be more in danger of higher student attri-
tion rates due to mismatches between student competency
and faculty expectations. In many instances, the more that
emphasis is placed on research, the less the effort faculty place
on refining pedagogical skills and the more often beginning
students lase in the educational process. In other instances,
students may be subject to the common misfortune of having
an instructor who is the "cream of the crop" in rt..earch expel,
tise but who teaches above the heads of the class. The lit-
erature indicates that approximately one-third of institutions
of higher education that do operate a developmental program
are institutions whose primary mission is not teaching. Clearly,
these institutions and those that have no learning assistance
program may need to reassess the value of such programs
to their future success.

The General Prosperky
of Programs
A substantial number of institutions that have developmental
programs have selective rather than open admissions policies.
As mentioned previously, faculty who are involuntarily as-
signed to teach remedial/developmental courses and those
who generally support the notion that such courses dilute
the academic integrity of the institution can often create a
major deterrent to the prosperity of the developmental pro-
gram. In some cases, faculty and staff who may have negative
attitudes about the value of the program may also create deter
tents to obtaining objective and accurate information on inter-
nal program evaluations. Where significant levels of resistance
are identified, administrators should respond to passible recal
citrance by conducting sensitivity workshor.

In approximately 50 percent of postsecondary institutions
conducting learning assistance programs, the programs are
separately or jointly administered. Some programs, for exam-
ple, operate as a separate entity, not belonging to any other
school or college c>r any other division on their campus; they
report directly to the Office of Academic Affairs, the Office
of Student Affairs, or some combination of offices. Considering
issues of recognition, relativity of curriculum, and prosperity,
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it may be prudent for some of these programs to become
centralized. Academic recognition and relativity may be facil-
itated when developmental faculty are incorporated into a
standing department or school, thereby increasing their
opportunities for joint research and curriculum development
with other experts in their field Programs may also be en-
hanced if centralization obtains more substantial line-item
funding. (The primary sources of funding for a majority of
programs are university line items, federal funds, and aca-
demic department funds.)

Developmental Research
Another area for future focus is the importance of develop-
mental research, which is currently acknowledged by a major-
ity of learning assistance programs, within which staff conduct
their own research. Surprisingly, however, a substantial num-
ber of programs conduct very little in-house research.
Although the literature provides reputable and continuous
sources of research on a variety of topics and issues germane
to teaching and learning for remedialidevelcpmental pop-
ulations, in programs in which developmental practitioners
are not guided by their own research, there is more room
for the possible deterioration of effectiveness. Staff should
be encouraged to conduct their own researth, and admin-
istrators should provide the support necessary for such endea-
vors. In terms of research for program evaluation, many insti-
tutions indicate that they assess their program effectiveness
on the basis of a variety of measures, including the frequency
of student attendance in =mandatory programs, the re-
Nurses given in student evaluations of the program, top-
level administrative office assessments and feedback, and
students' performance and persistence in the program and
beyond the program.

Future focus should, advisedly, be placed particularly on
the grade point average as an indicator of program effective-
ness. The literature indicates that the grade point average is
more defensible than any other measure of program effec-
tiveness. It is a more accurate measure and predictor of stu-
dent performanceeven more so than standardized test
scores (Vines 1988) and student performance is the ultimate
measure of program success. (Standardized tests, to some
extent, measure only performance on the test, but the grade
point average is an indicator of performance at a variety of



tasks over a substantial span of time.) It should also be noted
that, since numerous programs are based solely on the objec.
tive of preparing students for the core curriculum (mainly
freshman coursel), such programs would do more justice
to evaluations of effectiveness by using comparisons of grade
point average up to and including only the first year of
matriculation.

There is very little indication of external program evaluation
in the literature. Perhaps, in the struggle to achieve a balance
between equity and excellence, programs at all points on
the continuum of failure to success would do well to undergo
evaluation by external agencies. It is likely that external eval-
uation has not been considered frequently in order to protect
the developmental department that is often perceived as a
"stepchild" fr om being evaluated as a "stepchild." The con
cept of accountability, often associated with evaluation, has
created negative connotations in education when adminis
tutors and faculty are made to feel responsible for program
and student outcomes, which can easily be hampered by
uncontrollable variables. However, if sound evaluation proce
dures are identifiedin terms of utility, timeliness, participant
ownership of data, and cast effectiveness- --and those proce-
dures are used with objectivity, then administrators and prac-
titioners may enhance their ability to make informed and
unbiased decisions about the improvement and direction
of developmental programs for the future. The option of ester
nal evaluation will probably be best received by potential
participants when the evaluator is independent of federal
funding offices or boards that apply political pressure in order
to obtain funds, satisfy governing offices, or maintain public
confidence.
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